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IS TI-IE lVIONI(EY FATHER TO THE l\IAN?
(Communicated. )

CHAPTER

III.-I7ze Counter-argument fronl Consistency,

T still remains as a complement
of the subject whtch I undertook to illustrate, that I should ' point
out a third kind of opposition, to
which I now invite the attention of
my kind readers in a particular manner.
I mean the opposition which
exists between the simiac theory of
man's origin, and the very principles
professed with so much boasting by
its materialistic advocates themselves.
He who has patience to read the
long series of undigested and crude
. hypotheses which they have the courage to publish, 'will find repeated
again and again, usque ad nauseam,
the following expressions: - " No
more speculative philosophy: true
science should not have any other
foundation than experience: nq truth
should be regarded as scientifically
demonstrated 'which is not upheld by
arguments of fact: to this source all
lovers of natural science should resort
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for inspiration':' etc., etc. After these
lofty dogmatic pronouncements, one
has a right to expect that these wise
men will adhere strictly to facts in
their advocacy of this man-monkey
doctrine. : But he who entertains
such an expectation will nevertheless
be sadly disappointed, for the "facts"
adduced are either very scant, or else
are not facts at all, but the ·mere
dreams of theorists.
"The problem .of our origin," says
Huxley, "formerly ' seemed to be
veiled in the deepest obscurity of im penetrable secl"ecy, and first received
some elucidation or illumination from
the. science of our own day. Who
would have suspected, even a few
years ago, that within so short a period, the progress of. knowledge and
of scientific induction would throw a
light so clear and certain upon the
mystery of mysteries, upon the earliest past history and the first COID -·
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mencernent of our race upon the
earth ?" (Jf(uz's Place ui }/alure.)
Prof. Schaaffausen is warmer in
his ejaculations.
"To have ascertained the real origin of man, is a
discovery so fertile in its consequences for all human conceptions, that
futurity will perhaps regard this result
of investigation' as the greatest of
which ' the attainment has been allotted to the human mind.'
(On the
Connect.on OJ the Phenomena of J\"ra _
lure and .I/fi.)
And Prof. R. HaeckeT, in his
"H!story of Natural Creation," says,
"1'be recognition of the natural and
especially the animal origin of man
must sooner or later bring about a
complete revolution in our entire
conception of the relations of mankind and the world.'
I shall now give a specimen of
materialistic logic bearing on the
same subject. Whilst you are expectinc
forward ' observab them to brine
.0
tions and experiments, they relate
instead thereof the dreams of their
imaginations, 't h us gidng the lie to
the , boasted principles of their new
philosophy. Whilst you are demanding facts, they supply only conjectures and hypotheses. And what is
worse, their conjectures and hypotheses are opposed at once to the laws
and to the best verified facts of nature.
" I picture to myself," says Maillet,
"that the fish turns into a bird, in the
same manner as a worm into a butterfly."
. Lamark says, "Is it not possible,
that the desire and the will should
drive to a final point the subtle fluids
of a living body, and there accum ulate the necessary materials for the
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production of a new organ?"
In
another place, (.1 h/losojhze Zoclogique)
he says, "I figure to myself that one
of the gasteropods, e. g. the snail,
whilst it crawls, feels the need of
touching the bodies it meets with.
I twill make efforts to touch such
bodies with some of the anterior parts
of its head, and it will send thither
at every 11101nent a stream of nervous
fluid and another of nutrient liquid .
I imagine that the repeated afflux of
the fluids will lengthen little by little
the nerves in those parts, and then
will follow the slow birth of two or
more tentacles. 'I'hus it happened
undoubtedly to all the races of
snails which, being 111 need of
it, took to the habit of fee ling
bodies with some part of their head .
But if there exists any other race of
snails, which no longer feels this
need, you will find that it has lost the
tentacles, and even the prominence
of the head ."
After this one need not wonder
that the men of the nineteenth century should be endeavoring to find
out how to fly. The matter is simple
enough .
Let them send a little
more nervous fluid to the ann-pits.
Its afflux, together with an abundance
of blood, will little by little give rise
to two rudimentary wings, which will
be followed by two larger ones.
Buchner, in his "Man in the Past, .
Present and Future," expresses himself as follows: "In .all probability,
the general condition of primaeval
man was still lower, and more imperfect than that of our most barbarous
savages."
Prof. Schaaffausen (oj. Cll.) says:
" We nlay regard the highest intel-
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lectual and moral interests of the human race as an undoubted fact, and
nevertheless admit the possibility that
the human mind has risen from a
state of -aniin al rudeness to the high est intellectual developement."
Haeckel (0). Cl/.) falls into the sarne
kind of loose reasoning, and gratuitous affirmation, ,.We are j ustified
in supposing that the primitive man
must have been a woolly-haired,
prognathous, long bearded , dolichocephalic being, of a dark brown or
blackish color, The hairy covering
of his bodymay have been stronger
and thicker in p ~'oportion, and his
legs shorter and thinner, with undeveloped calves , H is gait would be
half erect, with inbent knees. His
horne Inay have been southern Asia
Or eastern Africa, or perhaps a continent now submerged. '
Thei r so-called argurn ents are
nearly all of this starn p. Now science
demands not gue~se ~ and possibilities,
but facts and real arguments, It is
of no importance to science, that rnaterialists should publish what they
imagine , Science demands not that
they should speak of their convictions, but that they should convince
others.
I shall now quote for 111y readers'
amusement, a candid confession of
Buchner, who is th e chief mouthpiece of the materialists in Europe,
and whose books are consequently
much read. " rro enter .u pon this
field " (of our origin) he says, "is so
far an uncertain and dangerous
.course, that with regard to most
points we have to depend rather on
assumptions, conclusions from ana logy and th e like, than on direct
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knowledge, and thus fancy must I110re
or less lend its aid to reason , in testing and arranging the evidence ."
And a little further on , ., Science can
make no progress with experiments
and observations alone; it needs also
assumptions and hypotheses; these
are the boldest cooperators in scientific progress. " (op. cu. p. ] 1.)
From these very explicit confessions we rnay easily understand that'
the "assu111ptions" and the "hypotheses" have been not only the" boldest
cooperators," but rather the only
operators of this scienti fie progress.
But a few years ago, 1110st of these
materialists assumed our descent from
the three npes already Inentioned,
viz.: the chim panzee, the orangoutang and the gorilla. Now, however, they agree in rejecting this opinion. And the reason why they reject it, is that, as they say, the theory
was entirely l~ypothet.cal, not based
upon any fact.
"It is unnecessary '"-says
, B;~chner,
" for the theory of evolution, that we
should find directly intermediate
stages between the forms of men and
animals living in the present day; as
it is now almost ' universally admitted,
that man is not directly derived from
the anthropoid, or man-like apes,
with which we are acquainted, but
from an unknown and long since
extinct intermediate or ancestral
fOrI11." (op. cu. p. II.)
"As regards the genealogy of man,"
says Haeckel, "it is quite certain,
that he must seek his immediate animal ancestors am ong the Catarr hllU:
Of course no single one of the living
apes is to be reckoned among these
ancestors, which have long since be~
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com e extinct. But this does not fur nish the least evidence against the
well founded supposition that the
most an cient catar rhini or narrow nosed form developed from the Prosim iae, was the common ' primitive
stock of all the rest o f the catarrhini,
including man. It was only a single
branch of the multifarious group of
the catarrh ini , a branch long sin ce
extinct, and still unknown to us, that
under favorable circum stan ce s be cam e transformed into the primary
progenitor of th e human race . At
any rate this process of metamorphosis was of very long duration ; and
the fossil apes ha ve hitherto revealed
to us n either its tim e n or its locality .
In all probability it occurred in southe rn Asia, ind icated by so many signs
as th e common prim aeval horne of
the differ ent species of m an . Perhaps it was not southe rn Asia itself,
but a contine nt situated to the south
of it, whi ch after wa rds san k beneath
the su rface of the Indian Ocean, th at
was th e crad le of humanity, The
epoch at wh ich the tr ansformation of
the most man-like ape into the m ost
ape- like man took place, was proba.bly the last sec tion of the tr ue Tertiary period, the so-called P liocene
epoch" or perhaps even the preceding

Miocene epoch." (op. col. )
So we see that the theory of the
direct descent of man from the dpes
has already been given up, and duly
buried in the ditch, and that its quondam advocates now offer us another,
which is : that the progenitor of man
is an animal which gave a distinct
origin bot.h to the human family and
to all the families of quadrumans.
'This is the reason why the name

ISept.

of near relations or cousins of man is
given to the anthropoid apes by some
of the modern materialists.
Signor Canestrini , an Italian scientist, arrogates to himself th e authorship of this precious discovery. " I n
I 866 ," he says, " I was the first to
hold that 111an descends not from any
quadruman , but from a stock-form
C01111110n to both." (Origzlze dell' uomo, c. ix.)
A kind of scientific itch seems tJ
urge these worthies to invent, unceasingl y, ne w hypotheses. 'T hey are at
present in quest of the bones of this
an cient stock-form . Let us hear this
Sig n or Ca nestrini.
" Anthropology
is tuo young ye t," h e says, " to afford
sufficient material for the solution of
the ob scure problem of th e des cent
of 111an . For the present, we must
be content with , hyp othe ses , the d iscussion of whi ch will lead so on e r or
later to the conquest of tt uth
M ean whil e to th ose who e nquire
whe th er the o rigi na l pa re nt of m an
a nd th e a pe has been found-at least
in a fossil state-we m ust for the
present answe r negati vel)'. This will
. no t su rp rise anyone, if he takes in to
acc ou nt the i In perfecti on of ge ological science ." (op. cit. p. 140 . )
Most to the p urpose, however,
speaks BLichner. " Similar discoveries," (of the actual former existence
of such primitive stock-form ) "lnay
be expected in those tropical or equatorial regions, which are now the true
home of the anthropoid apes, an d
especially in the tertiary formations,
1110st probably those of southern Asia.
There, or in Africa, or in the Islands
of the Malay Archipelago, we shall
probably some· day meet with that
#
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man-ape, or ape-man,' with that interrnediate form between 111an and
the ape which certainly has not
yet been found, but whose Iormer
existence is indicated by so' many
convincing proofs. Even if this palaeontological
intermediate form
should never be discovered, we must,
in estimating the importance of this
fact, bear in mind the extreme imperfection and incom pletcness of the
geological record of creation, interrupted as it is by sunken and submerged lands." (op. c:t.p. 11.)
M. Pouchet, a champion of spontaneous geJUrallOn in France, says: '
" 1'0 day we cannot even guess the
nature and the num bel' of the species
which were begotten by that primordial vertebrate, viz: the stock-form
of man and of the apes. Perhaps we
shall never be able. to guess it, for
geology is a magnificent inscription,
but for ever disfigured. We can certainly discover some fragments of
lines relating to those long past times,
but we shall never read the whole."
(P lural:le des Ra~es HUJllat'nes.)
~et ' us take breath, after so many
specimens of lunatic-asylum eloquence.
It is evident that our enlightened
nineteenth century must be fast approaching the height of mental i mbecillity, if we have to judge it by these
materialistic pretenders, to science.
At what goal do they aim , these
lights of our age, and these leaders of
modern thought, 'WiGl such balderdash ? They are actuall y arrogant
enough to denounce those who disclose their thread bare nonsense, and
spurn their empty verbiage! May
all thinking m en arise and chase
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these hired dealers in wisdorn , these
profaners . of the tern ple, out of the
sanctuary of true science 1
All these worthies, it will be noticed, sing the same tune. At first they
present that common ancestor, and
speak of him as one of their intimate
friends; then they say that .he is unknown, that his bones maybe buried
in some sunken land; and they confess that the very documents nocessary to prove his existence are wanting.
They lay the blame on geology of
spiriting a\vay the records of creation.
They turn their backs upon the principles of their own philosophy, and
stri ve to catch hold of all possible and
i m possi ble hypotheses, placing them
all under the shadow of the Darwinian theory. But this is precisely
what was done by those who, not
nlany years ago, defended the direct
descent of man from the monkeys.
vVe have seen that the body of
man has lnany points of resem blance
to that of the anthropoid ape, and
more numerous and greater differences from it. .If on account of slight
similarities of body our materialists
rank 111an with the apes, so ' as to
make him descend from an ape, or
from a stock-form common to both,
' with the same logic, on account of
his multifarious and very important
dissimilarities, we lnay conclude that
111an has no sort of relationship to
the apes, either proximate or remote.
The body, zoh/ch is the lvhole man
of the materialists, serves as a dwelling to a higher principle, which soar ing above the corporeal sphere, takes
its rank among im mortal substances.
IVr an's body, naturally vertical, his
face turned heavenwards, his eyes
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greedy of truth and light, show with
evidence that the earth is for him
only a footstool, and that by his very
nature he is called to higher destinies.
The structure of his organism, so
well balanced that no organic func-
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tion can get the better of the rest,
m~nifests very clearly that all of them
put tog-ether have only the value of a
means, and that their end lies outside the body, in some nobler and
inorganic power.

E~D.)

ANCIENT GRECIA.N BUHJAI..J.

(JAMES T. VVALSH, zd Rbetoric,-promoted to 1St.)

lVI O XG the Inany religious ce- latives might have been, to bury
;\ \any of the mosj
remonies to which the Greeks their remains.
renowned
orations
of Grecian literaattached im portance, there is none,
perhaps, more worthy of considera- ture are directed against those imtion by the classical student than the pious persons who neglect to bury
the dead, a sin which, though it be
burial CereJJlOJ1)/.
It was the con11110n belief of the but negative, is always represented as
ancients, that the souls of the dead one of the greatest charges that can
were unable to gain entrance into be preferred against the J110ral chathe Elysian fields until their bodies . racter of a man; since the laws of the
had been duly interred.
In such , Greeks bound thern universally, on
reverence, indeed, did they hold this the principle of religious fidelity, to
sacred custom of burying the dead, bury their relations.
The common expression for funethat it was considered a religious
ral
rites (era '8 [?Ca La ) proves concluduty devolving upon each and every
one, to throw earth upon any sively that the dead had a lawful claim
human corpse which he might pet- to burial.
In Homer's time, the dead were
Even children,
ceive unburied.
freed as they were by the State from usually burned; though some were
all obligations to unjust parents dur- interred without burning.
The first duty that was performed
. ing life, were required, .by the laws
of Solon, however un worthy their re- for the lifeless body was to divest it
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of that terrible appearance, the glazed
ere and open mouth, from which
every eye involuntarily turns aside
with trembling aversion . It ' became
a good wife to lament over the expiring fonn of her husband, to receive
his parting words, to mingle her sobs
with his last groan, to hold the quivering hand until the lim b stiffened,
and when his spirit was wafted to
other r~ahns, to close the staring eyes.
After warm water had removed all
stains from the body, it was anointed with oil. Wounds, _if it had any,
were filled with oil nine years old .
A carpet was placed beneath _it and a
covering of white linen , of the finest
texture, spread over it.
Religion
requi red that the feet should be turn ed towards the door . A shroud enveloped the body.
'Then sounded that i 01 pressive
death -wail of which so Inany authors
., speak. The lamenters cut off their
hair and cast it upon the corpse,
deeming its retention inconsistent
wi.h true grief. They threw themselves upon the ground; beat their
heads and breasts; tore their cheeks,
and strewed dust ' upon their heads .
The inconsolable grief which oppressed then) at these times, caused them
very frequently to inflict upon themselves corporeal injuries of so grave a
nature as to prod uce death. A II the
mourners were attired in deep black:
and the women tore their flowing
hair-unlike female mourners elsew here, who are accustom ed to wear
their hair as a screen wherewith to
conceal their faces. lVIany days were
thus spent in demonstrations of excessive sorrow.
The nearest and dearest friends
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supported the bier on its solemn
march to the funeral pyre ; while in
front, holding the head of the deceas ,ei , walked the wife or husband; or,
. if the person deceaseJ was unmarried,
"- the nearest relati vee
The arrival at the pyre was the
signal for increased wailing; and
when at length the body, smeared .
with grease, was laid upon the flames,
grief knew no bounds.
The favorite animal of the dead,
together with a captive slave, were
then sacrificed ; and ,calling aloud
upon the departed , the performer of
the obsequies quickened the consuming flames with libations of wine.
.\V hen the body was reduced to
ashes, the smouldering remains were
extinguished with dark red wine:
and then came the uncertainty of
distinguishing the ashes of the 'wood
from those of the departed; which
task was performed with the greatest
precaution.
After the bones had been gathered
together, they were placed in urns,
(the value of which depended upon
the rank 'of the family) and deposited '
in a circular mound.
In certain
cases, a pillar was erected over the
1110und ; but the usual way was to fix
a simple post upon the summit, with
no inscription thereon to comrnemorate the name or deeds of the occupant.
But one instance is recorded of any
mark whatever being used, and that
was, an oar upon the tom b of El penor. Garnes and a funeral feast consummated the funeral rites.
As civilization advanced, and as the
arts of peace became 111 ore cultivated;
the burial form .was modified.
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Before sunrise a mournful band
In later times, it was the custom:
marched from the city: in front 0 f
shortly after death, to place an oboIus in the mouth of the departed, to the bier, walked the men, and the
pay, as they believed, the ferry-man
women, behind it; hired mourners,
of Hades Charon. The body was
usually Carian women, who played
laid out u pO:1 a bed, with the head
sorrowful tunes on the I ute, attended
and shoulders supported by a pillow,
the funeral procession.
the remains having been first washed;
The 'b odies that were not burned,
and anointed with perfumed oil, and
'were buried in coffins of various
the head crowned with the brightest
shapes and material. The dead were
flowers of the season.
either placed in tom bs or in the
A white robe, the richest the fami- earth. The torn bs were mostly erectly could afford, was wrapped around,
ed by the road-side or near the gates
in order that the body might not sufof the city.
At Athens, the corpse was genefer from cold in its passage to Hades,
and that the 's ea rch ing, eyes,of Cerberally deposited in the ground, without
rus might not apprehend it in .a nude
being marked by any monument.
state.
But afterwards, so m uch care and
These duties were not performed
money was expended for this purby hi red persons as ..am ong the Ro!Jose that one of Solon's laws provided that no one should erect a rnonumans, but by the females of the
ment that could not be conl pleted by
bouse, upon whom this care always
ten men in three days.
devolved.
After the services, a feast was given
Earthen pots painted with different
at the residence of the nearest relacolors and designs, were arranged
tive.
beside the bed, and were afterwards
A sacrifice was offered to the dead
buried with the corpse. These pots,
on the second day after the funeral.
lnany of which are found at the present day, contribute largely to the . T he mourning ]asted~bout thirty
explanation of ancient customs,
days, at the expiration of which time
A honey-cake, supposed to have another sacrifice was offered,
been intended for Cerberus, was laid
Some criminals, put to death by
near the dead. A vessel of water
the State, recei ved an additional punstood near the door, by means of ishrrient, in being deprived of burial
which persons leaving the house
rites.
might purify themselves.
A person who had committed suiFemales who had not attained the
cide, after having the hand that
age of sixty, were forbidden to enter.
wrought the deed severed from the
body, was buried as usual.
About the third day after death,
the funeral took place. The presence
Persons killed by lightning were
of the dead within the city, was
buried on the spot w here they were
thought to bring pollution to the liv struck, they being considered sacred.
ing, and therefore they were buried
With these exam ples before us o f
outside.
the great reverence towards the dead

fVl"nds.
which was shown by a pagan people

-a people upon whom the blessed
light of Faith had not descended,
who knew no place of eternal reward,
and w hose ideas of punishment after
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death were exceedingly vague,-it is
sad indeed to think that in this socalled "age of enlightenment," death
and Christian burial should be so indifferently--so irreverently--regarded .
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(N. F

BRISAC;

r st Rhetoric.c-rpromoted to Mental Philosophy.]

N order to make it clear what
.
winds are, and how they are
produced, it is necessary that I should
say a few words about the properties
of gases.
We know, for instance, that gases
expand upon an increase of tern perature, and contract upon the temperature being lowered,
Now when a
gas expands, its specific gravity will
become less, and it will consequently
rise.
vVe also know that gases are
the most fluid bodies in existence,
(z:e" that their molecules lTIOVe about
each other with the greatest ease,)
and also that they always tend to diffuse themselves in every direction.
Basing what I have to say upon
these simple laws, I shall be enabled I think to show, clearly, how
winds are formed, and what causes
them to take certain directions, rather
than others.
I will begin by taking one of the
sim plest cases, namely, the evening
breezes, which occur daily at places

I

situated near any extent of water, or
in mountainous districts. ,
During the day, the heat emanating from the sun has been absorbed
both by the earth and the sea; but
this absorption has not been equal in
the t\\TO cases.
The water has absorbed more heat than the land; and
it has allowed that heat to penetrate
more deeply into its fathomless
depths; so that although the earth
tnay seem, upon a hot day, to be
In uch warmer than any water, yet
there is not so m uch heat in it.
Now when night comes, heat ceases
to be absorbed by either earth or sea;
and not only so, but the reverse process takes place, i.e., heat will be
emitted by both. · The sea, however will cool much more slowly than
the earth, because the lower strata or
layers will continually replace the
upper ones, subject to what is termed
nocturnal radiation . The air situated
over the sea will also contribute to
retard its cooling, because being
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charged with vapor from the water,
By extending- this reasoning to
it will absorb the dark rays of heat,
large tracts of land and sea, we are
and will consequently be warmer
enabled to explain the trade-winds,
than the air overthe land . Now we
or monsoons, which are of such irnknow that hot rnoist air is lighter
portancc to com merce.
than cold dry ai r; hence the air over
In some countries these , winds
the sea will be lighter than the land
blow for one half the year in a cerair, and therefore, of course, will
tain fixed direction, and for the rerise . But the space thus left vacant,
maining half in an almost opposite
or partly 80, is immediately occupied
one.
by the' colder air from the land; for
In the Mediterranean, forexample,
we have seen that gases always
the wind, as a rule, blows from the
tend to diffuse themselves in every
north during the summer, and from
direction.
And this movement of
the south in the winter. This is very
the air takes place with such vioeasily explained, by the existence of
the great Sahara desert. ' I n the sumlence and rapidity, that we become
mer this vast extent of sand is heated
aware of it, and have gi ven to this
to an almost incredible pitch ; and
mass of air thus in motion the name
the air over it: partaking of this heat;
of unnd.
is consequently always on 'th e rise.
'This then is the way in which
To replace it, the air from the Medi.eveni ng breezes are formed .
The reverse of this takes place in terranean is called in, and consequently the direction of the wi nd is
the morning.
constantly South. In the winter the
The earth becoming wanl1ed in a
reverse occurs; for the sea maintains,
shorter time than the sea, the air
during the whole year, an almost unover the earth also becomes warmer
variable temperature. I.In speaking
tha n the air over the sea. It conseof this monsoon I do not, of course,
quently rises, and the ·air from the
mean to say that no other wind is
sea rushes in to replace it.
known in ·these · regions. I speak of
It is in the same manner that what
that which is generally prevalent.]
are called mounta in breezes are ex It rna)' be asked, however, at
plained. In the evening we feel a
this point, why summer winds are
breeze blowing from the tops of the
not of equal strength, and ferocity
mountains; be cause it is there that
with those of winter.
Now in the
the cooling is most rapid; in the
morning the wind changes its direc- , p a rtic nla r in stance of which I have
just been speaking this is not the
tion , blowing from the valleys upwards; for the tops of the mountains case, and the re~son why it is not so,
receive the rays of the sun before the
will be evident on a moment's consivalleys, and hence the cocler air of
deration. The summer heating of
the valleys and lower regions in gen- . this great desert is much more rapid
eral, will go to replace the space left than its winter cooling; and the
partly vacant by the rising_of the
motion which we call wind will of
warmer air above.
course be greater in proportion to

T¥llzds.
the zreater
rapidity.- with which ~ the
b
ai r that is to be replaced, rises. In
other instances the reverse is usually
the case; and consequently winter
gales are fiercer than summer flaws .
Now, fr0111 what I have said, it
would seem that at the equator, which
is the "hottest part of the earth, there
must always be a wind blowing, both
from the north. and from the south/
and since equal causes produce equal
effects, that these two winds 111 ust
meet and counteract each other; so
that there would be a belt of perpe-:tual calm at the line (J the equator.
As a further. illustration of what I
mean, I will make the hypothesis,
that the planet on which we live is
formed entirely of water, and is surrounded by a complete envelope of
air.
N?\V, if this liquid "earth"
were stat.onarv, the water would of
course become more intensely heated at the eqnator than elsewhere; and
consequently the air about it would
rise, and constantly . be replaced by ,
cold air from both the poles. In this
case the conclusion, that there would
be a perpetual band of calm , would
be perfectly correct.
·
But is this in reality the case? Is
the earth stationary ? No.
The
earth, we know, revolves around its
axis, itsspeed, at any given point on
the surface, decreasing from the equator, in either direction, to the two
poles, where it is zero.
Now if a mass of cold polar air,
.descends towards the -equator, it will .
meet a surface which goes quicker
than itself toward the East; for the
earth in its revolutions travels in a
line from \\Test to East. The result
of this will be a north-east wind .

II

But how is' this? Let us suppose
ourselves stationary at a given point
on the earth's surface from the north
pole. A body of air coming frOITI.
the north southward to our station ,
travels eastward less rapidly than we
do, and so it must receive a considerable i:11 pulse from the east. Therefore com bining this impulse from the
east with that which it had already
from the north, the result wi11 of
course be a north-east wind.
From all thi s, therefore, it is sufficiently plain "that the motion of the
earth ·has a very great influence in
producing effects which at first sight '
seem attributable to heat alone.
By our hypothesis, however, the
earth was assnrned to be one uniform
mass of water ; and OIl this aSSUl11ption there would always be a northeasterly wind f.om the north pole, a
south-easterly wind from the southern
hemisphere, aud an easterly wind at
the equator, which last would result
from the COIn bination of the other
two.
Let us now consider the earth as it
really exists, and try to ascertain ' if
our former reasoning will still hold
good. We shall find, I think, that
although the same causes will continue to exist, the results will not be
the same.
An almost impenetrable mass 0
complications will arise, from nlany
causes, so many, indeed, that I cannot even attern pt to explai 11 them
within the brief limits allotted to Ine
in this paper.
'The main cause might be said, in
general terms, to be the great unevenness of the earth's surface, and the
unequal distribution of , land and
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water thereupon.
From this inequality of distribution,
arise the so called trade-winds,
which are said to have been first
discovered by Christ.opher Columbus,
and to have been his chief aid to the
discovery of America,
For the first explanation of the origin of these winds, we are indebted
to the eminent astronomer and navigator, Halley, who died about 1742.
From what I have said before as to
the origin of winds in general, viz.,
that they are caused by the infl ux of
cool ai r to replace the warmer masses which have risen up, it would follow that a circular motion of the
atmosphere would be constant.
I
mean to say that the warmer masses
of air would, after having risen up,
becom e cool, and condense, and
condensing would grow heavier,
. which which would necessarily bring
them down again at some place more
or less distant from that whence they
.arose. In this 'Yay, the same process being continually repeated, they
wo~ld complete a circle or an ellipse.
That this motion has sam e foundation, is clearly proved by several
facts in nature. Firstly, it 111ay often
be noticed that the higher clouds
almost invariably travel in an opposite direction to that of the wind
which is blowing upon the earth's
surface. From this we nlay safely
conclude, that there is a wind or some
other force at the altitude of these
clouds which impels them on their
adverse course. But since we know
that clouds are nothing but air charged with vapor in a partial state of
condensation, we may conclude further that the mass of air above us is
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travelling in the direction of the
clouds.
The existence of these winds is
further proved by the pulverulent matter which they carry from one country to another, a statement which the
following example n1ay serve to elucidate.
In the spring and autumn, there
Inay be seen in the central parts of
Europe, but more especially in
France and Italy, large quantities of
dust falling from the sky in the form
of a shower. When this dust is subjected to the microscope, it reveals
organic remains, which have been .
proved 010st conclusively to come
from Central America.
How did this dust get to Europe?
There are immense marshes in
many parts of Central America, which
at these periods of the year are dried
up. All the organic matter which is
on them of course perishes, and is in
part decomposed, and reduced to a
Now these marshes
fine powder.
when thus dried, are often swept by
very fierce whirl-winds, which, taking
hold of large amounts of this organic
powder, raise it high ~p in the air,
here it meets the moving masses of
air, and is conveyed in the direction
in which they are moving.
Another case nlay be mentioned,
which is perhaps even more striking.
In the year 1853, there occurred a
volcanic eruption at Guatemala. The
ashes from this eruption were convey:'
ed by air currents in an easterly
direction and came down on the
island of Jamaica; and that so abundantly that for -several days the sky
was obscured by them.
From these and many similar facts,

California.
we may infer the existence of what
are called upper currents.
To enter into further details in
regard to the various kinds of winds,
might, perhaps" prove tedious; and
therefore, though 111any more pages

might be filled with remarks more or
less illustrative of the subject, I shall
exercise what my readers will probably consider a wise discretion in concluding here and now ,

CALIFORNIA.
A Poem delive reel by \V . T . GRAY, (I st Rhetoric), on the occasion of the Twenty -third
Annual Commencement of Santa Clara College, Monday, June 8, 1874.

N olden times ere vet the white man's feet
'
Had scaled yon hills, or roamed this valley sweet ,
The beasts their lairs, the birds their nests had made
Beneath the virgin forest's am ple shade;
And the red -man, with undisputed power,
Ruled at his ease 'mid nature's bounteous dower.
No need had he for toil: the bounteous land
Produced luxurious food on every hand.
O'er the hill-side, or in the cafiori's shade,
The timid deer and sportive rabbit played; ,
The mighty buffalo, in mid career,
Fell headlong 'neath the unerring Indian spear;
And in the bubbling brook, that onward streamed,
The speckled trout and glittering sunfish gleamed.
Nature had scattered with unsparing hand
Her rarest beauties o'er the happy land,
As though she strove by every fresh device,
To make the place an earthly paradise.
One only boon men lacked, theirsouls to free,
The gladsome light of Christianity;
That light which guidesthe darkened wand'rer home,
And brightens bliss by hope of bliss to come.

I

.When fierce' Cortez by one decisive blow,
Set Christian Spain o'er heathen Mexico,
]unipero Serra, with his saintly band
Of brave Franciscans; ' came to bless the land;

C&Tflrl1ia.
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Raised high the Cross, and straight the work began
Of preaching Christ to lost and ening man;
In dusky breasts the seed of wisdom sowed,
And taught the savage heart the way to God.
The red-skinned warrior, 'neath their watchful caret
Began to breathe a purer mental air ~
No longer cared the reeking scalp to take"
Nor tied his trem bling victim to the stake,
But dwelt within the Mission 's peaceful bound,
"L oved a the white Christ," and tilled, in 'faith, the ground.
Whilst in his life, and through its every scheme;
Truth , "Honesty, and Order reigned su prcme,

But sec ! Yon trader, with his varied stores,"
Seeks the wild Indian of the Western shores,
Then homeward hies him o'er the sultry plain,
His gold-lined belt a witness to hi~ gain.

And soon Fame's trumpet, o'er the Eastern strand
Resounds the praises of the Golden Land;
And stoat backwoodsmen, hardy pioneers ,
Strangers alike to weaknesses and fears,
Climb the rough mountains, and in endless trains
Toil westward o'er the arid waste of plains.

Then sturdy fanners, with their families,
Seek out new homes beneath our western skies ,
And o'er the virgin land's untarnished face,
Trace far and wide the plough's prophetic trace..

"Prophetic" truly ;-£or the sons of Spain,
Unskilled and weak to bear the warlike strain,
Succumbed before the sturdy Saxon stroke,
As bends the willow 'neath th' incumbent oak.
High flashed America's bright sword in air;
Down fell the cowering foe in mute despair;
And o'er the hills, and dales, and sounding shores
Whereon the fitful ocean breaks and roars
Misnamed Pacific; borne on pinions wide,
The peerless Eagle floats, our nation's pride.

Then '''speeds the plough;" then comes prosperity,

III field and mart, in port and factory. ,
Then gold, at once man's blessing and his curse,
Rewards the miner's toil and fills his purse.
Marn mon, the mighty fiend, with potent wand,
Lures hither countless hordes from ·every land.
With crowds comes vice; with vice, in motley throng,
Each \\'11<.1 variety of cri 111e and wrong..
Fierce robbers range at will the country o'er,
From mountain peak to .su rf-bespa ttered shore.
Lawless yet brave, at once our boast and curse,
They snatch our Inoney and adorn our verse..
No sneaking traitors they; no cowards tame.
Like him whom manhood blushes hut to name,
1Fburc;o Vasquez, California's shame.

!
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But now fair order reigns once more supre .nc,
And o'er our pathway peace and plenty gleam ';
Along our coasts wherc'er the white waves surge,
Stearn's mighty force the stately ship doth urge;
Old mines, reworked, yield up their .stores again;
The teeming land pours forth her wealth of g-rain ;
Our white-winged fleets the fields of ocean range,
And for the -golden corn bring gold in change.
I

Yet more : -,,-th e iron horse, with lightning speed,
O'er plain and mountain dashes, "at our need.
And the far east, that 'hea rs the Atlantic roar,
, Sends daily tribute to our western shore..

See, too, yon spires that eyer, day by day,
Rise in our midst to point the heavenward \yay.
For the rich gifts on this fair land ontpoured,
Lift up your hearts," they cry, "and bless the Lord."
(C

And Learning's homes arise: not last nor least
These halls wherein lo-nl:l{ht she holds her feast
Not last, for here religion's banner flies ;
Not least, for faith alone is truly wise,
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False earthly pride, the bane of human lore,
Knocks here in vain: we open not the door.
. Nature to grace must bow. By grace refined,
E'en nature's self reflects the Heavenly Mind,
So may our feet, with sacred sandals shod.
Scale the steep heights that lead .to Truth and GOD!

JULIAN CROMMELIN VERPI,A.NJC.

(BY

J. P.

R . Verplank was born in the
year 1786; and as he died
in 1870, he lived to a good old age.
I-Jike many another n~tive-born American, he contained within himself a
rather bewildering intermixture of
nationalities.
Dutch, J1"'rench and
English blood ran in his veins. ' But
what was peculiar to him was his possession of the good qualities of the
various peoples, from w horn he was
descended, and his non-retention of
their faults, Few men have left behind them so satisfactory a record.
And this is the more remarkable
when we consider the extent of the
period it covered .
Most histories of very old men are
interesting, even though the subjects
of such histories luay have been
nothing but passing spectators of the
events of their time; for the narration
of the scenes they have passed through,
affords us the same kind of entertain-
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merit as would the experiences of the
big trees of Calaveras .County, could
they tell us of their surroundings in
the pioneer ages of the world. ·R ow
m uch more val uable then are the
details -of an old man's life who was a
conspicuous actor on the \V~rld 's
stage, and who helped to shape the
future of his country! .
Verplank's early educ~tion was as
extraordinary in its way as that of the
late John Stuart Mill ; and that so
overwhelming an amount of learning
compressed into the first years of life,
did not result, with the former as with
the latter, in a morbid intellectual
growth, may be attributed to the different . characters of their respectiveteachers. Verplank's teacher was a
very kind-hearted grandmother, whose
diminutive body contained a great
intellect. This worthy dame resernbled the benevolent old fairies of
whom we used to read "in the day,
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that are no more" as visiting litt le
children and endowing them with
su pernatl1ral gifts. Her dignity and
grandeur were such, that she was al ways attired in pink satin, and had a
high pyramid of powdered hair on
the top of her head; while her little
feet were encased in tiny high-heel ed slippers, sparkling with bright
buckles. She spoke Latin as fluently
as English and Dutch (she was an
Amsterdam lady) and she was also
intimately acquainted with Greek.
A delightful old grandrnothcr, notwithstanding; for did she not 111acadamize the thorny paths - of Mount
Parnassus, up which she made her
grandson march, with hot pound
cake?
It makes a pretty mental
picture, to imagine the little pink
satin grandmother placing, as was
her custom, the seven-year-old boy on
the dining table, and 'causing him to
declaim one of Cicero's orations, she
listening attentively all the while, and
correcting his mistakes, holding in
her hand at the same time a daintv
China plate filled with delicate cake!
Well was it for Verplank that he was
robust of body as of mind, ·0 1' this
trying regimen might have enured. to
the serious disad vantage of both.
Verplank's mother had died when
he was yet an infant; and his father,
having married again, judiciously delivered the boy over to two of his
grandparents ; that is to SIy, to his
maternal grandmother, the Mrs, Verplank already mentioned, and his
paternal grandfather. Dr. Johnson.
Both were versed alike in ancient
and modern literature; and while
madame initiated the child into the
mysteries of knowledge, the doctor

who was head of the college of Stratford , carried on his later instruction,
and counteracted by more independent and somewhat rougher sentiments the high tory notions of life
which the elegant ari stocratic lady
had endeavored to instil into the
boy's mind, .
\ Ter y noticeable is the fact that
albiet the child was born in stormy
political times, when his country had
just succeeded in declaring her independence, and although the party'
differences of the day affected his
immediate instructors, Madame ,be ing
a staunch friend to the British, while
the doctor was as determinedly their
foe, yet the two never seemed to
have made their tiny charge a subject
of contention as might have been
expected.
If there was any war
between them it must have been in
the form of amicable arguments, and
perhaps th e soundness and vigor of
Verplank's reasoning powers in after
life n1ay have been due to constantly
hearing in his childhood both sides
of political questions discussed by
such , able advocates as his grandparents.
At the early age of fifteen, Verp'a .ik took his degree at his grandfather's college, and then forthwith .
commenced reading law in the office
of Mr. J. O. Hoffluan of New y"'ork.
He was eighteen when he delivered his f rst public address -on the
fourth of July.
I aID uncertain of the exact time
at which he opened a la wyer's office
in New 'Yo rk ; but he must have
been in the first flush of youth; and,
youth like, he seemed more bent on
enjoyinglife than studying dry legal
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details. When he did begin to pore
over the law, he generally selected
that feudal portion of it, which is
wrapped up, mumrnj -Iike, in Norman French; and the unwinding of
these linguistic swaddling-clothes constituted its charm for hi m: so In uch
did he prefer that ancient jargon of
uacouthness, to the elegant and easily
understood French of the present day.
In this love of antiquity, UnCOmITIOn
in . one of .his age and country, we
may perhaps trace the influence of
his conservative grandmother. But
his law studies, though apparently
barren of all results then, yielded
a
later period, rich fruits, proving that
had he confined himself to this
branch of learning he would have
made a vast legal reputation. It was
with him, however, a case of "ernbarrassment of riches:" the very versatility of his talent proved a bar to
any 'world-wide fame: he was tempted by it to the study of so m:lny different subjects that it became im possible for him to make hiJ?self supereminent in any.
I have spoken of \7erplank's solidity of judgment; perhaps indeed this
quality was a little in excess ; since it
required a long time to lL'quifJl and
get into motion. Hence, while ale
most infallible in cases which provided him with plenty of documents
and leisure in which to ponder over
them, he proved signally incapable of
that rapid mental analysis which is so
necessary to the formation of accurate
conclusions in the bustling arena of
active life.
His first political action, owing to
this defect in his organization, was a
mistake, the first of a series that

at
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marked his after career and greatly
im paired his influence as a politician.
At a commencement in Columbia
College, he .sprang sudden lyon the
platform, and appealed to the audience on behalf of a young man who
had been refused his degree on account of disobedience to the College
authorities. This act of folly brought
him under the censorship of the celebrated De vVitt Clinton, then l\iayor
of the city of N ew York, and one of
the principal founders of its comrnercial prosperity. Clinton fined V erplank $200 for what he termed, perhaps justly, riotous conduct; and
Verplank was foolish enough to endeavor to avenge himself by publishing, for several rear~, a series of
satirical articles against Clinton, in
various ne\Yspap~rs and magazines
whose names and contents are now
both alike happily fo!·gotten.
When
time had somewhat cooled his youthful ardor, he rendered full justice to
Mayor Clinton, and also 'to Professor
Bacon, against whom he had launched his Phillippic at Columbia College.
Neither of these able men seem to
have returned his animosity, and
both were quite willing to be friendly
as soon as he made the necessary
advances.
But the Quixotic element within
him rendered hirn , through life,
prone to make the same sort of mistakes as did the good Spanish Knight
when he ran a tilt against the windmill. His zeal for upright dealing
both in public and private, knew no
bounds.
He allowed no middle
course.
Actions were, with hin1, .
either absolutely right, or altogether
"Tong; he abhorred the doctrine of
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expediency. In his political career
he resernbled a mathematician who
should attempt to build a bridge
across a rushing river according to
the strict rules of theory, without
making allowances for the faultiness
of his materials or the power of the
adverse elements.
In 1813, 1\1r. Verp1ank married ;
and five years of uneventfulness followed : ·but in 18 I 8, after his return
from Europe, w hither he had gone
for the benefit of .h is wife 's health, he
appeared once more before the public as the author of a discourse written
for the N ew York Historical Society,
commemorating various celebrities
who had helped to build up the Constitution of the United States.
Tt was about this period that he
entered upon that busy life of multifarious occupation to which his versatility of talent so strongly inclined
hi 111 , and which, as I have before
mentioned, prevented him from di recting the' full force of his mind upon
anyone branch of knowledge.
'
In 1820 he was elected member
of the N ew York House of Assern bly ;
and the Iollowing .yea r he became
Professor of Moral Science at the
General Theological Seminary of the
Episcopal Church.
In 1824, after having written an
able treatise on the evidences of
Christianity, in which he was a sincere .
believer, he resigned this Professorship.

as too elevated in its morality for
practical application under the present condition of the world.
This same year (1825) he was
elected 1V1 em her of Congress for the
. City of New Yurk, in which capacity
he labored faithfully to promote the
interests of his constituents, not by
brilliant speech-making, for which he
. had no turn, but as the 'hard -\vo rk ing
chairman of the Committee of Ways
and Means.
And now commenced the first low
muttering's of that fearful political
hurricane which afterwards raged for
'fo u r di smal years on this continent ;
and which desolated so ~l1any homes.
It began by a controversy between
North and South concerning the
right of a State to refuse obedience
to an , Act of Congress. Under the
name of nullfication this right was
contended for by the South, whose
cause was so ably argued by men of
ability and infl uence as to threaten,
even then, the existence of the Union .
At the head of the party stood 1VIr.
Calhoun, whose speeches were afterwards so exquisitely satirized by Mr.
Lowell in his "Bigelo\v Papers."
He not only denied the power of
Congress over indivIdual non-acquiescent States, but also its power to levy
prohibitive duties on . imported mer:
chandize. To him Verplank replied
in a pamphlet entitled, "A Letter to
Col. William Dayton of South Carolina ;" wherein he successfully proved
that the Constitution of the United
The year a'ter he published an
. Essay on Contracts, wherein he pro- States had distinctly given this power
IU ulgated the doctrine that traders - to Congress, which had also a right
to regulate all matters relating to
should be held responsible for all
defects known to them in the articles commerce. But President Jackson
sold; a doctrine \vhich was regarded
brought this party to tenus by still
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more cOl~vincing arguments, through
acknowledged advocate of free trade,
by a protectionist statesman of 111ore '
inform ing them that any resistance
alertness. Thus it seems as if quickto the revenue laws would be regardness of movement were sometimes as
, ed as rebellion and quelled by armed
necessary an element of success, in
force. In order, however, that .their
pride might not receive too severe, political as in military tactics.
Mr. Verplank now turned his
a humiliation some com promise was
sought which would deprive their attention to reform in other matters,
and.. after three years of constant
submission of the appearance of an
unconditional surrender. To humor
effort procured the passage of a bill
them the President commissioned
for the further protection of literary
Mr. Verplank, the Chairman of the
property.
During Mr. Verplank's fourth and
Committee of Ways and 1\) eans, and
~l r. McLane, the Secretary of the
last term of office, General Jackson
Treasury, to draw up a plan of tariff removed the public funds from the
modification which while acceptable cus tody of the Bank of the United
to the South should also be agreeable
States, having a poor opinion of its
managers. This action of thePresito the North. The proposals made
dent's caused intense public exciteby these statesm en were, however,
of too ti In id and cautious a character
ment ; and party feeling ran high upon
to please either party; and while they
the advisability of the step thus taken .
1\1r. Verplank sided with the dissentwere still deliberating over then) , a
ing party on this occasion; and when
fresh arbitrator appeared on the
the time arrived for a reelection, his
scene, in the person of Mr. Littel,
refusal to discontinue his opposition
afterwards editor of l/ze Lzvtizc..f Age.
. I-Ie boldly proposed to reduce the
cost hi In his seat. So highly were
duties annually, until at the end of
his services valued by the democrats
ten years protection would disappear 'that they would have been contented
from the tariff, and a system of duwith his mere assurance of neutrality ;
but he was absolutely unbending: for
ties be imposed in its place, which
this was one of the mCl:ny cases in
shou ld not exceed 20 per cent. on
importations. '[he astute Mr. Clay, which a man's conscience plays him
falsely by predominating over his
himself a protectionist, saw at once
reason, IA man of such acuteness
that this scheme would meet the
as ' Verplank must doubtless have
requirements of both parties; so,
seen the expediency of withholding
throwing aside his own predilections,
opposition to a measure which was
he adopted it, introduced it into Connot of vital consequence to the coungress, and procured its enactment,
try, when the alternative was his
This was done so rapidly that the bill
had become law before either advoseverance from the political party
with which his career had hitherto
cates or opponents had time to realize
been identified; but he thought it
the situation of affairs.
his duty to persevere ; and his obstiThe credi t of the reform was thus
nacy obliged his friends, reluctant
taken a\vay from 1\1r. Verplank, an
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though they were _to part from him,
to ca-t him out of their ranks.
At this juncture, 1\'11'. Verplank 's
versatility of mind came into play,
and probably saved him from political extinction; for the Whigs, just
then, were at a loss for a candidate
who could stand some chance for
success against the democratic nominee, Cornelius Lawrence, for · the
mayoralty of New York; and they
forthwith adopted 1\1r. Verplank.
" In those happy days, " says Bryant,
" citizens were sure of an honest man
, for Mayor, whichever side should
win.'
La-wrence proved the winner;
and Verplank was once more adrift.
But the Whigs, unwilling to lose
their hold on him, three years later,
elected him to the Senate of the State
of New York; which was still a court
for the correction of errors, .an d .a. tribunal of the last resort. Here 1\1r.
Verplank showed he was the right
man in the right place; and although
in former times he had only been a
"briefless barrister," . he at once
proved himself a profound jurist.
In 1855, Mr. Verplank was elected
VIce Chancellor of the University of
the State of New York . He had
previously been a mern ber of the
Board of Regents, During his years
of office in both capacities he did
good service to the institution in rearranging the disordered library and
cabinets of natural history. The duties of the Board of Regents of the
State of New York are very onerous,
because the Board is in a great measure responsible for all the institutions of learning in the S tate, above
the grade of common schools. In
the Annual Report of the Regents
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this whole system of education with
its libra ies, revenues, teachers, pu pils, etc, is placed before the reader.
In the midst of these occupationo
however, Mr. Verplank found time
to edit an edition of Shakespeare, to
contri bute articles to various magazines, and to write essays for the
various scientific and literary societies with which he was connected.
For .a third of a century he was a
Commissioner of Emigration; and to
him, in a great measure, are due the
admirable arrangements made for the
protection of emigrants at 'N ew York.
During this long period he not only
received no remuneration for his services, . but he succeeded in keeping
this department of the .legislature free
from those party influences to which
it has sin ce succum bed.
1\-1r. Verplank was for many years
one of the governors .o f the N ew York
Hospital, and also one of the wardens
of T: inity Church.
In private life, as in public, his .
good deeds were numerous; and his
practical charity was such as to .cause
him always to look on the bright
side of every man's character. He
seen) ed to find, even in the darkest,
at least one spot of light.
I have alluded to Verplank's habit
of never allowing himself to be guided by others, and to his veering
from one point to another of the political com pass, when in his opinion
either of the political factions that
alternately -ruled the country strayed
fr0111 the paths of righteousness.
" He was educated a federalist," says
M". Bryant, in his memorial of him, .
"but early in life found himself
acting against that party. lie was
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with the \\Thigs in supporting General
Harrison for , the Presidency. Mr.
Clay he would never support, on ac'count of his protectionist principles;
and when that gentleman was nominated by the Whigs he leff them, and
voted for lVIr. Polk; although he was
disgusted with the trick 'which obtained the vote of Pennsylvania for Mr.
Polk under the pretence of his being
a protectionist. Subsequently he supported General Taylor, the Whig
candidate for the Presidency, but the
nomination of M 1". Buchanan, in
18 57, saw him once more with the
democrats, from whom he did not
again separate."
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questions involved.
Mr. Verplank's excessive industry
and great bodily strength, were perhaps as remarkable as anything else
about him.
Without the constitution of a Hercules, he never could
have accomplished a tithe of his
,\~ork. Had he been compelled, like
Lincoln and Greeley to a bitter struggle for a limited allowance of learning, he would only have found time
to have developed himself in one di.r ection ; and his talents, being con.:. '
centrated in one focus, would have
gained for him a larger niche in the
temple of fame. He affords a striking instance of the advantages and
disadvantages of a liberal education
It speaks highly for the merits of
to a man endowed by nature with
the man that neither party left him
yery great general abilities, but want" out in the cold," but that each took
him as he came to them, andemploy- , ing a bias in any direction.
It is a question whether dame Fored hiITI in the service of his country..
In all the various p03tS of honor tune does not act rather treacherously
when she endows such men with
which he occupied during his eventth~se butterfly wings of wealth which
ful life he performed good and true
work, and followed literally the apos- enable them to flit from branch to
branch of the tree of knowledge; for '
tolic injunction, 'd o ing whatever he
found to do with all his might; but they lose themselves in a labyrinth of
learning, and fail to make an im preshis individuality of character, like
sion at anyone point. It may be
that of Sumner was too marked to
that those poverty-stricken children
allow him to identify himself thoof the people are really her greatest
roughly with any political party.
favorites, whom she compels to feed ,
When the proposal to Blake government paper-n10ney a leg-al tender grublike, on one small twig, till by
eating away leaf after leaf they bewas first made, he regarded the meacome a living embodiment of its essure almost as a political crimc ; and
his zealous disapproval of the arbitrasence, and leave behind them, \v hery arrests made by government durther for good or evil, strong traces of
- ing the war, was so strong as to blind their existence.
him in some measure to the larger
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LETTER FROl\f OUR LONDON CORRESPONDENT.

London, August

*

T

*

*

H E old "OWL" seems greedy;
so I had better run off into
subjects which it can digest, if in the
humor for such English food.
The labor question keeps cropping
.up here; and is, and is for long likely
to be, in an unsettled, unhealthy condition.
The agricultural laborers
have, as you know by the Papers,
found a champion and spokesman in .
one of their own class] Arch by name;
which name has, 8S you Inay imagine,
been much played upon; and the
agitation for better wages which said
Arch began in Warwickshire, has
now spread well nigh through the
country, and become chronic.
The trades-unions have assisted
men out on strike . in Suffolk and
elsewhere, and the farmers have combined to resist -the claim, or rather jo
oppose the dictation of these outsiders;
though at the same time they are
raising their men's wages, and proving
that farm laborers had always been
better paid than it appeared.

*

*

I,
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*

They refuse to employ any who
join the Union, but are willing to
take the men by contract, with power
to either side to end such contract by
notice given, say a month or so,
beforehand.
After three months' . war the
masters are winning ; for harvest has
begun, and they have carried all on,
and will be able to continue doing so,
without having recourse to the Unionists on strike. Emigration or yielding is now the laborer's alternative.
Colliers, and men of all . other
trades, strike repeatedly; but prices
of all commodities, which had been
forced up unnaturally, are now falling; and the masters insist on paying
lower wages or closing their collieries
and other works,
How the British collier, after drinking cham pagne
for so long, will like to come down
to beer, remains to be seen.
In Church matters-Eslablzshed
Church, of course, I mean-s-there is
also warfare,
The Ritualists were
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driving the coach so fast that an upset get rid of that family: we are glad
EO tl.e laity cried out
enough to keep it, Well; chacen a
. for the drag to be put on, and a bill
son goal! Our royal princes are
which was brought in by the Archnow all provided for: so there will be
bishop of Canterbury has passed the
no more controversy for the present
Lords and is fast going through the
on fhat head ~
Commons.
It will enable "agA batch of you:" fellow-countrymen
grieved" laymen to check innovaarri ve this week tv teach us base-ball;
tions in the parish churches, and - . and I dare say we shall be apt learnmake the decision of any disputed
ers; for the English lovegatnes and
points (by an action at law) .more
novelties, and base-ball is .both .
expeditious, easy and cheap. I wonPolo, or hockey on pony-back, is
now the rage in suburban cricket
der what you good people across the
grounds, and our young cavalry offiAtlantic would think, if Congress was
cers seem to deem its study as needthus to interfere in .your inra-denomful as that of warfare Daily matches
inational squabbles! \\Tell: our Parcome off, four or six on a side, beliament thinks it knows everything,
tween different regi merits.
theology included, and acts accordThey f'ay that Arthur Orton, the
ingly. Congress is more modest,
late ''' elainla n t/ ' is in good health,
. and, some people would think, more
and quite reconciled to picking oaksensible.
urn, and such-like prison occupations.
We have just v~ted Prince Leopold,
Here's a riddle for you, which has
a delicate but most studious youngmet with the high approval of the
ster; £ I 5,000 a year for books and
pocket-money; and-e-which may per- Tory party:-" I should be my first,
if by throwing 111)' second, I could
haps seem strange to you republicans
hit Illy whole."
- - \ve positively It:fe to do it. john
Answer :-Gladsten;.
Bull knows well the the political and
Farewell, old Goggle-eyes !
social value, fo hZ1Jl, of the Royal
Yours,
Family; and is thoroughly satisfied
DEADLOCI(.
that in supportinj ZI he is benefiting
himself, You were glad enough to

seemed likely;

The UnrulY Boy,
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THE UNRULY BOY.

(PAUL DEBAUGE,

5th English, zd Division.j

N ~. small town of France, there is say; so that even if one . had fired off
3>boarding-school which num- a gun close by him, he would not
have budged an inch. .
bered, in my time, fifty pupils.
One winter night Paul, who con - .
Ther~ was one among them of the
. .nam e of Paul R- -, thouzh he was sidered the time allotted for sleep
\ ' :t'
better known among his schoolmates was too short and wished to lengthen
as " Paul the Buffoon;" for he seem- it, devised the following plan, which
proved very successful. Near a cered to have the po\ver of making them
tain window of the dormitory there
laugh whenever (he wished, to the
was a bell, which used to be rung
great annoyance of the teacher.
He "vas so skilful in playing tricks every morning at 6 0' clock, ' to a wathat he had almost every day some ken both teachers and pupils. Now
new one at hand. Hence he became , one morning, whilst his companions
the terror of all the teachers, and more were yet fast asleep, our young friend
especially of the porter, whose duty it got up, walked stealthily through
was to wake up the boys in the morn- the dormitory, stepped out of the
ing,. and who had also been appointed window, and removed the clapper of
by the Head Master to fulfil the un - the bell; after which he returned
cautiously to his bed, without having
pleasant task of punishing those \vho
infringed the regulations of the insti - been observed by anyone. When
tution.
6 o'clock came, the porter, with his
This man, though pretty old, yet customary regularity, pulled the bell;
enjoyed very good health; but he was of course with no result; but as the
"as deaf as a post," as the French sound of it could not at any time

I
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reach his ears, he noticed no differgreatly, and was moreover _sadly disence and suspected no mischief. An
tressed on learning what had, happen-hour passed, but not a living being
ed. The boys, however, as may be;
was yet stirring; so the poor porter,
imagined, were very m nch gratified
thinking that his bell had not been
with the change, for their lesson time
heard, rang it a second time, with no . had been shortened by about two
' ,b~ tte r success than before, and on-:e
hours; and as for Paul himself', he
more went about his business. No
was overjoyed at the great success , of
sooner had the porter disappeared
his night exploit.
than Paul. ' who had been watching
Truth obliges me to add, however,
attentively all his movements, quickly
that his merriment .did not continuyet noiselessly replaced the clapper,
very long; for emboldened by .h is
, and hurried back to bed like a flash of success in this case, he played so
lightning. At last, the l-ays of the sun
many tricks of similar kind that he
having found their way into the rOOIn, was soon found out and' summarily
the' teachers arose from their slum bers expelled from the schooL
and hastened into the porter's room,
_ At horne he continued to practise
thinking some accident had befallen
the same mischievous tricks of which
he had been so fond at school, But
him, since for l11any years he .had
never failed.in his duty. ' N ot finding
his father seeing that he heeded no
him there, however, they went into
warning, and hoping to check his bad
the garden, where the good man was
habits, which were daily gaining
hard at work, ' unconscious of any
strength, applied to the government
for assistance to correct ' him, and the
fault. Hereupon one of them rebuked him somewhat sharply for being young culprit was condernned to
serve -for several years as cabin boy
the cause of such great disorder, and,
on board a French vessel.
His
with an angry look, ordered him to
career, however, proved very short;
follow. On reaching the belfry he
for after two years he was drowned -inmade a sign to him to ring the hell,
.as the boys were still in bed. The the I ndian Ocean, bein~ then only
nineteen years old.
poor porter now began to wonder

a
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~bitor' s ~abIt. .
Tlte Tntercoileqiate nora Raceu
THE great topic which all our college contemporaries have been discussing
since THE O\iVL'S last issue, claims a few words at least from us; notwithstanding that it is now among the bygones.
It is perhaps a fair matter for regret that the situation of Santa Clara College '
is such as to make boating impossible to o~r students-no suitable ,vater .
being within reach ;-but, despite this fact, we take no little interest in the
subject, and gladly note the increasing popularity among American students ,
. of this manly and noble exercise.
The last .intercolleg iate boat race, on the r Sth of JUly,' at Saratoga, seems
to have established these contests as permanent institutions among us. Nay,
who shall say that we Inay not eventually ri val, or even ' surpass, on this side
of the Atlantic, the great annual "Oxford and Cam bridge" boat race of our
English cousins, which draws all London to the banks of the Thames, in a
frenzy of exciternent, to shout for, and to bet upon, the light blue or the dark?
One great advantage :ye certainly have over the Englishmen-e-n splendid
choice of waters, both lake and river, whereon to row: and if our college
races should continue to be as well rowed and as exciting as on this last
occasion; the interest taken 'i n them will soon be national.
A contemporary thus describes the start:-" .T he water was perfect. For
an eighth of a mile from the start the surface was as glassy as a mirror, The
rest of the course was disturbed by a faint ripple, making it better for both '
oarsman and spec.a.or. It took but a few minutes to get the boats to their
respective stakes, and in a very brief space of time all were ready, each slender
craft, with its eager young crew, poised on the burnished sLlr~ace_~of the ,\\Tate r"
its counterpart .reflected sharply in the depths below. It was a moment of
intense suspense, broken by the crack of the starter's pistol. Like keen darts
propelled by thews and sinews of steel, the nine shells cleft the waters. From
a dozen throats aboard the press boat, came the query' who leads? ' "
The one thing to be regretted more than all others is the ill-feeling to which
the affair of the' foul has given rise between Yale and Harvard. The Yale
men are perfectly furious at the conduct of Harvard, and declare they will
never row another race with them. They had their crew well in hand and
were reserving thernselving themselves for a spurt, with (as they thought)
every prospect of beating all opponents, when the foul occurred and (as Capt.
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Cook of Yale' asserts) "Bacon, starboard stroke of the Harvards, raised his
oar, and striking viciously down, disabled Yale's rudder, following it ~p with
a punch at the Yale boat."
Now we confess ourselves unable to take this in. Both parties were of
course in a state of considerable excitement, and Capt. Cook Inay have made '
some mistake. It seems to us more likely that he should have -don e so than
that the Harvard men, who are gentlemen, should have acted in the way described.
Be this as it n1ay, however, "it is an ill wind that blows nobody good;" and
'Colu m bia, which was pulling along with the utmost pluck when the t\VO boats
just referred to were in collision, by this misadventure, made its chance of
winning a certainty, It would be both ungenerous and groundless to asser
that this fine crew might not, in any case have won the race. Many say they
would certainly have done so. What is certain is that they pulled splendidly,
and well deserve all the honor they have gained; on which honor we sincerely congratulate them.
The following positions were agreed upon by the Judges, as those attained
by the respective crews : Columbia 1St. Wesleyan zd. Harvard jd, Williams 4th. Cornell 5th
Dartmouth 6th. Princeton and Trinity doubtful. Yale oth.

The Crouch. Stearn. Enaime.
Our readers will not, we think, have forgotten the description and diagram
which we gave in a former nU111};er of THE Q'VL (Dec. 1873) of this remarkable invention. And they, or at least some of them, may remern bel' the
.r eg ret which we expressed in a subsequent issue at the difficulties which were
raised in certain quarters at its introduction on our car-track here, and our
prophecy that it would be brought into use in other parts of the Union fiJr st.
\Ve now learn that such is actually the case, and that young 1\11'. Crouch is
engaged in the manufacture of his engines in the more appreciative State Of
Illinois, where they are winning golden opinions from all experts. Certainly
we Santa Clara people are experts too-in the art of "Hozo not to do u:"
Our Street Car Company seems, however, to be enterprising and persevering; for there is still, we understand, a chance of their introducing some substitute for horse-power, if the "old fogies" will let them.

A Visitor jro111J the Ea,st.
We had the pleasure, the other day, of receiving a call from a graduate of
old Yale, (recently on the editorial staff of our respected contemporary the
, Fale Ld.,) whose unaffected admiration of out College and all its arrangements, coming as it did "from one who knew,' pleased us much, ' T he President of the "0,,,1" Board, ' tor whom he enquired, was unfortunately 'n ot in
College at the time, and had therefore no opportunity of showing him any
attention; but hopes to be more lucky next time.

Edz'tor's Tablee

Notes on Exchanges.
Magazines and journals from all quarters have accumulated upon our table
during the two months of Vacation, to such a degree that we cannot pretend
to notice any large proportion of .t he m further than to say that all are heartily
welcome, and that the perusal of their varied pages is fraught 'with pleasure to
us.
Soule are new friends, and as such may claim a word of special recognition. Chief among these stands the Alabama Uniuer Sl'ty 1J10nth!y, to praise
which would be bad taste on our parts, because it praises T'HE OWL. This
however we will say, that we welcome with especial pleasure another literary
representative ofthe brave but unhappy South. Any token of its returning
prosperity must .be grateful to the heart of every true American.

THE Ttzttenberger, of Wittenberg College, Springfield, 0., is another new
exchange. Its typographical appearance is all that could be desired, and its
literary character very far from .despicable. It is pleasant to read the enthutic language in which the writer of the opening articles of Nos. 9 and 10
speaks of the President, Dr. Sprecher. The President who can evoke such
enthusiasm, and the students who can feel it, must, together, be carrying on a
good work.

OF the nlany courteous and complimentary notices which 'T HE OWL has
received of late, the shortest, and perhaps' the most gratifying, is that of the
College Journal, (Western University of , Pennsylvania) :-" OWL, Santa Clara
College, California. One of our very best exchanges. Devotedly Catholic but.
courteous ever." Just the two points at which we have always aimed. We
. never could see why the possession of decided convictions should involve any
indulgence in discourteous language towards literary or other opponents. On
the contrary, the very fact that a man's own convictions are definite and clear,
should dispose him to make allowances for others who nlay be equally resolute in maintaining opposite views. I-Ie may think them prejudiced or illogical, of course; but he has no right-e-without proof of what he says-and ought'
to have no wish, to impugn their sincerity or honesty of purpose. So with
Catholics; who have the basis of divine certainty for their belief, but upon
whom rests none the less-nay, 'rather all the more-s-the duty of Christian
charity towards all m en.
In this connexion, by the .bye, let us take the opportunity of acknowledging
the courtesy and kindness which have, for the most, been extended to ourselves by our non-Catholic contern poraries both within and without the ' Union.
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, WE have always perused with blended respect and interest the broad pages
of the Oxford Undergraduates' Journal, the representative of one of the most
ancient and most renowned universities in the world, the very names of whose
venerable colleges (All Souls, Corpus Christi, etc.,) carry us back to the Ages
of Faith. Indz'rect!y indeed, we get a little of its teaching' here; for our Professor of English Literatureis an old Oxford man. 'W e are pleased, therefore,
to see that the O. U. Journal not only speaks of THE U'VL as "an excellent
magazine," but proceeds, under the caption of "Oxford notes from Califo~
nia," to quote at length the remarks in which we referred to Oxford in a
former number.
BASE-BALL (as will be seen from our London letter) is now being introduced to the notice of Englishmen. \Vill our Oxford contemporary favor us with
its opinion -of the game? We could hear from no better authority on such a
subject.

j1f:scella~y should fail
There is not a single paper, in the July number, that is not
good in its \vay, and som e are VEl:Y good. Sa tan and the Pope receive each
an article. We, suppose his Holiness is brought in to take away the smell ,of
brimstone which the Satanical lucubration has left behind it. Anyhow, he
is pleasantly and amicably-e-we Blight also say amusingly-described.
"As I sat at the opposite end .of 'the room I noticed that the ladies and
most of the gentlemen dropped on their knees, bowed their heads, and as the
Pope passed by kissed his hand. I was thinking how much they looked like
a line of dominoes dropping down one after the other, and wondering what I
should do when it came to Iny turn, when suddenly I found myself on n1Y
, knees, having instincti vely obeyed the adage, 'When -in Rome do as the Ro-

IT seems to' be a moral iln possibility that the Vassar

ordeteriorate.

mans do.'"
His Holiness spoke a few words of welcome, gave his blessing to "each, and
th e n withdrew, "leaving, " says our Vassar alumna, "a pleasant 111clnory of his
bright peaceful face, and the irn pression that he was a kind, harmless old
man.
JY'i muc/: wondered tha: he could be so bJ~![oted and superst/hous."
Vassar, Vassar,-fair and fooli sh! How know you that the Pope is
"bigoted and superstitious?" That last sentence of yours is unworthy of you;
and you have already, we hope, mentally taken it back. It does not, we are
sure, represent your own self-formed opinion, but is just an unconscious rechauffee of the ignorance and bigotry ,o f other people, who know not whereof
they speak. Accept our testimony, as American Catholics, to the contrary.
Well; we won't blame you .m uch , anyhow. \Ve are EO charmed with
nearly everything you write, that we prefer ,to let you recover your credit with
our Catholic readers by quoting, entire, a very pretty English translation of
Heine's "Pilgrimage," which, we are pleased to see, graces this very num ber
of your magazine. Le uoici! .

o
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THE PILGRIMAGE TO !{EVLAAR.
Translated .from Heine.

At the window stood the mother,
On the bed her sick boy lay;
Canst thou not rise, dear \VilhelmThe pilgrims move to -day.
I am too sick, dear mother ;
I can par hear, nor see .
I think of clear, dead Gretchen ,
And Iny heart 'be-a ts wearily .
Arise, we'll go to Kevlaar,
With book, and bead, an-I song.
There God's own mother heareth us. Thou shalt be healed ere long.
To Cullen, on the river,
The pilgrim» move along;
Mother and son are chanting,
In soft and holy song,
Praises to thee, clear Mary,
To thee nnd our dear Lord;
Blessed be Thy name forever,
The Mother of our God .

II.
The holy Queen of Kevlaur .
Is richly dressed to-clay;
And many now are asking her
To take their pain away.
The suff'ring sick folk kneeling
A waxen image take;
And, weeping, pray her mercy
For her SOl1 Jesus' sake.
And when a wax' ha nrls offered
On the live hand heals the wound;
And who a wax foot offers
His foot again is sound.

*

*

The mother takes a wax light,
And moulds [rom it a heart.
Take that to the Holy Mary,
And she will heal its smart,
The sighing boy takes the image
And kneels "a t the al tar rail;Tears force thernsel ves frc m his eyelids,
His words for sorrow fail.
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Thou pure and blessed Mary ~
Thy mighty aid I claim .
. Thou holy Queen of Heaven t
I trust in thy dear name.
I dwelt with my dear mother,
At Cullen, that fair town,
Where many hundred chapels
Are built to thy renown.
And near us dwelt fairGretchen ;
Alas! she now is dead.
Dear Mary, take this waxen heart;
And heal my pain, he said.
Praises I'll ten forever,
To thee and our dear Lord;
Blessed be Thy Name forever,
The Mother of our God.

III.
The weary mother was sleeping;
On his conch the sick boy laid,~*
When into the little chamber
Came the holy Mother-Maid ..
Bending over the sick one,
With a smile both rare and sweet ;
She softly laid her gentle hand
Where the throbbing life-blood beat .
In a dream the mother saw it
In sleep saw the land of light;
Till the wailing cry of the watch-dog
Broke on the silent night.
Waking, the vision faded,
She saw that her son was dead;
And the golden rays of morningPlayed on his silent ,he~d.
The mother bowed in silenceThy will be done, 0 Lord.
Blessed be Thy Name forever,
Dear Mother of our God.

* The Italics are ours. It is hard to refrain from asking what became of the egg; bu t
we check our impertinent curiosity. This is positively the only grammatical slip we
have ever noticed in the Vassar, which in general is a pattern of correctness.
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The Vacation of '74 toas,
The College walls again reechoe the gladsome shouts of happy, noisy
boys. ' The old routine has begun; the old bell rings out its welcome peals,
calling us to work or to play; the long lines file now into the refectory, now
into the study-halls or the chapel. Everything- moves along just as of old, so
that in spite of ourselves, we are forced to believe that we are back. For
many days we found it hard to ' realize this truth; and 'when we would awake
in the morning and find ourselves in the dormitory, we fain would believe
that it was all a dream. But no, it was not a dream; and the familiar form
of good F. C - - as he appeared upon the scene always banished the reverie.
For the first eight days everything went on charmingly.e-cno lines, ' no
rules, 110 "Leiter A." The new 'scholar s must have thought this a very Paradise for lazy boys. Our beloved President, mindful of his own school days,
when his heart .was young, and felt the keen 'pangs of homesickness, has been
very indulgent to us. But the rules are read; and now we have to "face the
music," and put our shoulders to the wheel,
\Ve were not a little surprised at some new regulations which were announced to 'us on Rule-day, if we Inay so call the day on which the rules are read,
each year for the first time. Though these seemed somewhat severe to 11~,
when we first heard them, yet after sober reflection, we perceive that, like all
the regulations of Father Varsi, they will conduce to our good. And hence,
in true Spartan spirit, we will submit cheerfully to theine
We here give a few of these new regulations:When a student will have received one thousand lines for disorder, disobedience, or kindred offences, he shall he sent home. Only twenty-five per
cent, however, of the lines given for smoking, will be entered in the Black
Book. "First Thursdays" are stricken off the calendar. The students are
now divided into four divisions, and a Thursday for going to San Jose, etc.
is allotted to each. The halcyon days of letter-writing are gone also. \Ve
may write to our parents on any day, but if we want to drop a line to a friend}
we must do so on a Sunday or a Thursday.
"Old chums," you pity us, but we will bear bravely up; for this is the only
true and wise course.
Old Santa Clara is literally jammed this year with students. Never since
the foundati- In of the College have there been so many within its walls at one
time; and still they come 1 Apartments are now arranging for a Third Division. The old Trunk Room will be the Dormitory, and the play room of
the First Division is painting and repairing for the Study Hall. The Third
Division will consist solely of the youl)ger students. The old Armory will
probably be the play room in which the First Division will .hibernate. . S i:

H
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We have also several new prefects and teachers; and never since the days
of the zealous founder of the College has the staff of professors been so numerous.
For twenty-three years Santa Clara College has been moving forward and
mounting upward, despite the many obstacles which have beset her. " She has
received 'no external aid. She is self-made and self-sustaining. Why does not
some rich Catholic, some lover of true Christian education, assist the . Fathers
in their self-sacrificing labors, and thus enable them to make Santa Clara
College the pride and glory of the Pacific Slope? Let us wait and hope .
Perhaps:this noble act is reserved for one of her own children.

Comrnencement Exercises.
O :~ the evenings of June 8th and oth, our fine Exhibition Hall was filled by
a large and appreciative' audience who had come from all parts of the State
to witness the exercises (J the Twenty-third Commencement and Exhibition
of Santa Clara College.
,
The exercises of the"first evening were both Scientific and Literary. The
"Introductory' was spoken by Master E. Holden, and the audience were
highly pleased with his clear, natural elocution.
This was followed by a Scientific lecture on "Mechanical Forces and Perpetual Motion," by IV1r. I-I. B. Peyton, who was ably assisted by Messrs W. S.
Hereford and]. Burling.
1\1r. Peyton treated this difficult subject in a masterly manner, which gave
evidence of much study, and of "a thorough comprehension of the laws of
Mechanical Force. The style of the young lecturer was graceful and natural;
yet we think that he did not do himself justice on the present occasion, for
the prompter's box possessed too much attraction for him.
Having written his lecture he should have committed it well to memory,
Thiswould have left him more at ease, and we might. have been spared the '
'pain of hearing several harsh solecisms. The aparatus for ,the experiments
were very fine, and rnany of them were entirely new, having been "m an llfac..
tured for the lecture.
'
Mr. W. T . Gray was next introduced. This gentleman led us from prosy
science to the heights of Parnassus, and portrayed in , charming verse the
lights and shades, the glories and hopes of California. The poem has ill uch
merit; but William, your delivery was just a little tame. Had Oregon been
your theme, mayhap you would have shown more fire. The poem will be
found on another page of the present num bel' of THE O\VL.
Ere the tnelodious lines of Mr. "G ray had died away, 1\11' ] ulien Burling
stepped forward and gave us a solo on the violin. This was very fine, and it
w ill deserved the great applause which followed. ] ule, bring your instrument
along \V hen you CO~l e to see us.
Then came Messrs, H. Bowie and C. Ebner, who played the "Grand
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March de Concert" on the piano. These gentlemen showed much training
and so 111 e talent.
'I'he exercises of the evening .w ere brought to an end by a dialogue entitled,
" Napoleon at Brienne," written by 1\1r. H. B. Peyton for the Junior Dramatic Society. , 1 'he dialogue is written in verse. The language \is very choice,
and the sentiments elevated and noble. Mr. Peyton possesses a ready, gracef~l pen, and we hope he will never allow it to , rust.
The characters of the
dialogue were well supported by the Juniors. Masters \V. B. Schofield, YAl.
S. Davis, and Jalnes Smith, deserve especial mention .
Master J. Harvey, as
the "Country L'1d," was very natural. The other parts were well taken by
Masters J. C. lVlcI(innon, B. Brisac, C. Ebner, Jas. Enright, L. PalIn er and 1\·
Brenham. There was no disagreeable halting ' in this performance, and no
one seemed to need the assistance of the prompter,
The entertainment of the second evening was opened with a grand overture by the College String Band. And when the sweet echoes had ceased,
Master \\T. B. Schofield made his bow, and delivered the "Jntroductory" with
much self possession and distinctness. Then the College Brass Band struck
up, and gave forth some choice selections from "Nabuco,'
We refrain from
.praising the Band, because our words cannot do them justice.
The chief feature of the evening's exercises was the debate on the question,
"Should the Popes Possess Temporal Power?" . Messrs A. L. Veu\'e and N.
F. Brisac, speaking on the Affirmative, and T. Durbin and J. Morrison in the
Negative. Mr. \V. P. Veuve was chairman. This was the first appearance
of several of the genflelnen,. at least before so large and select an audience.
'The speakers showed a deep knowledge of their subject, and their exhaustive arguments evinced much reading and great study. . But it was too long
and too tame; and we think all were glad when the last speaker sat .d own .
"Whence Have \Ve Sprung?" carne next. This was a burlesque 0:1 the
Darwin theory of the descent of man. It is from the pen of C. F. Wilcox,
Esq., whilom, Idlenotist, Editor General, etc., of THE OWL. It \:'as quite
a success, and was very well received by the audience.
IVr r. P. Celom bet, as "Professor Hav~rson," did very well, This young
gentleman will become a fine speaker if he overcomes a marked affectation
in the modulation of his voice. Mr. H. Hughes took the part of "1\1r. Pleasant," (a teacher). He is a natural speaker, practice and study will make .
hi m a pleasing one. Master F. Burling, as "Jacko," was 'th e hero of the
piece. He played the monkey to life. The minor parts \vere all spoken
with much clearness and animation. Among them we must notice with
praise, Masters S. Davis, H. Farmer and IV1. Donahue. The exercises of the
evening were interspersed with the Distribution of Premiums,
The degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred on W. P. Veuve That of
Bachelor of Science on Messrs, A. L. Veuve, H. B. Peyton, vV. S. Hereford,
Julien Burling, and Leo. 1\1. Pinard. These six noble young men have left
us to take part in the Great Drama of Life, Go forth beloved and revered
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schoolmates! Go forth and act well your parts! -, Be faithful to Alma l\fater
and to her sacred teachings. She sends you out with her blessing. She will
joy in your joy, and sorrow in your sorrow, God bless and speed you!
Now that we look around "we miss your cheerful faces from our midst; but
you will gladden our hearts by a visit now and then. Your coming will be
like sunny days in winter, and as welcome too.
The Extra Prizes were awarded this year as follows : To Alcide L. Veuve, for the best poem on "The Baclsnoodsman," a gold
medal, presented by leThe Owl Association" of Santa Clara College. Competitor deserving mention-Ll.. C. Winston,
To John S. Hlldner, for the best .Setof Books liz Book-f.:eepz'ng, a gold medal,
the gift of A. Waldteufel. Esq.~ of San] ose. Competitors deserving mention,
-C. W. Quilty, H. Freudenthal, C. E. Stanton, J. E. Smith, R. S. Sheridan.
To YV. P. Veuve, for the best essay on the question, "TVas Csu! L/berty
Begotten by the Catholic Church?" a gold medal, the gift of Hon. C. T. Ryland,
Esq., of San Jose. Competitor deserving mention.s-cH. B. Peyton.
1'0' Romulo Soto, for the best essay on "The Life and Times of Pius IX,"
a gold medal, the gift of D. J. Oliver, Esq., of San Francisco. Competitors
deserving meution.s--A. 1\'1. Bandini, L. T. Palmer.
'T o Julien Burling, for the best essay on "The Three States o.f .Jlatter," a
gold medal, the gift of J. A. McGlynn, Esq., of San Francisco. Competitor
deserving mention-i-N. F, Brisac,

Societies,
The various Societies of the College have been reorganized, and we give
below the officers as far as we are able:"Sodality of the Immaculate Conception."-Director, Rev. ]. Pinasco,
S. J.; Prefect,] . .D. 1vr achado; 1 st Assistant, R. Soto; ad Assistant, J ;- Aguirre;
Sacristan, ]. Franklin; Secretary, J. Walsh; Treasurer, ]. Hudner.
"Sodality of the Holy Angels.v-s-Dircctor, Rev. Fr. Kelly, S.].; PrefectJ. F. Smith; rst Assist. C. Ebner; ad Assist. J. Olcese; Secretary, S. Sheridan; Treasurer, V. Vidauretta; Censor, F. Ebner; Sacristan C. Moore. Consu1tors:- W. Hopkins, A. Bo\\"ie, "V. Smith, E. I-Iolden.
"Blessed Berchmans' Sanctuary Society."-Director, Rev. Mr. Calzia, S.].;
Prefect, C. Ebner; Secretary, J. Smith; Treasurer, J. Olcese; Censor, L. Palmer; r st Vestry Pref., V. Vidauretta; ad Vestry Pref., E. Holden.
"Parthenian Dialectic Socie.y.v-c-President, Rev. A. Varsi, S.]_ ; Vice Pre- .
sident, ]. Machado} Secretary, ]. 'Valsh; Treasurer, j. H udner; Censor, R.
M. Solo.
H Philalethic Literary Society.t'<-President, Professor H.
Dance; Vice President, L. C. Winston; Rec. Secretary, J. Morrison; Cor. Secretary, I ... Partridge; Treasurer, J. T. Walsh; Censor, W. T. Gray; Librarian, C. \V. Barker; Assist. 'L ibrarian, \v. T. Gray.
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"Thilhistorian Debating Society."-President, Rev. Fr. Pinasco, S.J .; Vice
President, J. ]\1. Callaghan; Rec. Secretary, C. l'tIcClatchy; Cor. Secretary,
J. Machado; Treasurer, J. Aguirre; Librarian, II. Martin; Censor, T. Tully.
" Senior Dramatic Society.v-s-President, Rev . Fr. Pinasco, S.J.; Vice President; L. C. Winston; Secretary, T. Morrison; Treasurer, T. Durbin; Stage
Manager, Rev. Mr. Raggio, S.J.; Censor, J. Callaghan; Prompter, H. Hughes ;
Costumer, P. Mallon.
"Junior Dramatic Society. "-President, Rev. Mr. R . Kenna, S.J.; Vice Pres.,
L. T. Palmer; Secretary, W. S. D .avis; Treasurer, B. Brisac; Librarian, J . F .
Smith; Censor, A. IVlcCone; Costumer, C. Ecner; Prompter, J. Me.Kinnon;
Stage Manager, Rev. lVlr. Raggio, S. J .

cua».
BASE-BALL is 'r eviving . Several match games between students from the
First and Second Divisions have been played. Five clubs have been organized in the Second Division and two in the First.
This looks like business
-that is~play. We append a list of the clubs and officers, as far as we have
recei ved them,
The first club organized in the First Division takes the name "Original."
JEtna, Phoenix, Energetic, etc., have passed away, and the old "Original" has
come back. We have heard Inany fine things about the ancient "Originals,"
and we think the present club will cast additional honor and renown on that
name. 'rhe officers are,-President, Rev. 1\1r. J: Driscoll, S.J.; Vice President, '1'. Morrison; Secretary, C. McClatchy; Treasurer; C. Arguello; Censor, R. Enright; Capt, rst Nine; T. Durbin; Capt. zd Nine, C. E. Stanton.
The other club of the First Division is the "Amateurs'," which reorganized with the following officers.-c-President Rev, R. E. Kenna, S.J.; Vice
President, J. Walsh; Secretary, ,H yde Bowie; Treasurer, G. Holden; Censor
I-I. '1'. Spencer; Capt. I st Nine, J. Bernal.
The clubs of the Second Division are as follows : "Opposition."-President," Rev. Mr. J. Dossola, S.].; Vice President, R .
B. Spence; Secretary, B. Brisac; Treasurer, J. C. McKinnon: Censor, F.
Lacoste; Capt. I st Nine, C. Arguello; Scorer, F. Burling.

J.

"EurekaR."-Vice President, J. Hopkins; Secretary, B. Chretien; Censor,
Perrier; Treasurer, \V. G. Proctor; Capt. rst Nine, \V, Davis.

"Pioneers."-Vice President, 'C. O. Miles 0; Secretary, J. F . Smith; Treasurer, J. Olcese; Censor, M. J., Donahue; Capt. t st Nine, G. Seifert; Capt.
zd Nrae, ]. F. Smith.
"Eaglets" and "Owlets," we are told, are the names in which two clubs
of the "wee" boys glory; but we have not- yet received the lists of officers.

1\'11'. L. C.

\VI:~STO~

takes charge of the Reference Library of the First Divi-

sion.
\VE have not received the reports -of elections from several societies. We
would earnestly request the secretaries of the various societies, clubs, etc., to
send us, in time, the lists of officers, and any other item which they may desire
to appear in 'THE O'VL.

ISept.

I die ]\Totes.

MlsccllalteOtts.
. Messrs. J. T. l\Ialone, C. F. Wilcox, James Campbell, R. del Va.lle, F.
IVlcCusker, the Veuves, and L. 1V1. Pinard , have already looked in upon us.
The "Owl's" heart swells with joy when he sees those old familiar faces.
We again call "attention to a project which should be dear to every
Graduate's heart, and which we feel certain, meets with cordial approval from
each of them . We cannot harbor, even for a moment, the thought that on
leaving our ,Aln1'1 Muter, we are separating ourselves from her, and severing
forever, the strong, sweet ties that bind 113 toour revered masters and beloved
schoolmates. Yet such is IIOW the fact in 111any, Inan}' cases. Her graduates
are scattered all over the land, and if any meet, it is by accident. This is a
great evil; and we believe an effective remedy is to be found in an Alumni
Societ y.
Santa Clara Inay well be proud of her graduates, and we are sure her maternal heart will warm to this society.
\Ve would 'suggest that the noble coterie of graduates that live in the County, set the ball a rolling. ' Begin nota, so that in 1876, the Society may celebrate with suitable eclat the 'lwenty-jiflh Anniversary of the fonndation of their
Alma "l\Iater.
"
ATTE~~TION COMPANY!---:"VVE are a peaceful bird, and the Idlenotist would
never be an army correspondent. Then why should we favor the reorganization of the Santa C lara Cadets? \Ve do so from a deep sense of self preservation; for we do not feel safe since our sanctum was invader! by a wretched
little screech owl, who made an audacious attack on our sacred personality.
Yes, like Bismarck, we want an arm}' to keep the peace. \Ve have heard
that some wish to reorganize the Cadets. \Ve approve this idea, and all the
editors of THE OWL will enlist, provided they are made officers, and have nothin..!. { to do. Yes, fellow-~tudents, we are ready to make even this great sacrifice!
EVE~YTHI:~G has a clean and cheerful look within the College precincts.
The grounds have been raked and swept; the old walls have been washed,
and the enterprising 1\1r. Linville has given them a bright new coat. Autumn's
chilly breath has not yet robbed the shade-treesof their beautiful foliage,

\VE are gratified to learnthat the Junior Dramatic Society have formed
the nucleus of a library of select readings, oration's, etc. This is a step in the
right direction. Go on Juniors! Develop your oratorical powers, and Inay
you use them only in the cause of truth, justice and humanity.
I

THE OWL is jubilant. \Ve whispered in his ear that the Poetry Class is
very large this year. At this announcement his joy was so great that he
tried to sing the scale. , rr he n placing his right foot on his heart, and standing
on one leg (yes, gentlemen, one leg) he said with as much dignity as his emolion permitted, "Tell the mem bel'S of the Poetry Class, that Tna O\VL sends
'h is congratulations and that he places his pages at their disposal."
\ "
COIne, gentle poets, drink deep at the Helicon funt.Do riot fear, for, as
Butler says, ," I t is not poetry that makes men poor."
YeoOwlets, too; keep up your fame, and strive to make the "]unior Departm ent" longed for by the readers of l~HE OWL.
Jt~ love to hear your
prattle after the dry philosophy and polished rhetoric of the mere advanced
classes.

~ ,
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DURING our absence, a fine large frame building, 90 feet by 3 I feet, and
three and a half stories high, was erected by the Sisters of Notre Dame. 'The
edifice is quite an addition to the public buildings of Santa Clara, and it is a
convincing sign that the labors of those devoted and zealous women are appreciated by the .people.
This fine structure was erected under the special superinteudence and according- to the plans of H. McKidney, Esq., the architect and builder of Santa
Clara College Hall. We hope 1V1r. McKidney may live to beautify Santa
Clara with more such buildings.
A few years ago these Sisters had a small day-school here. N O\V they have
alarge boarding school joined to a numerous day school. This is true, healthy progress, . We shall never despair of our noble land so long as such
.works prosper. God bless you, noble Sisters. May every village in the land
be hallowed by your presence and your teaching. Things like this make us
believe the day will come when America will be not only the .greatest and
first nation in the world, but also the most Catholic.

" IN the midst .of life we are in the midst of death." It becomes our painful duty to record the death of Brother Isabella, of the Society of JeEUS, who
died suddenly in San Francisco, whither he had gone to obtain medical treatment for his eyes. FIe was seventy years of age. .R equ/escat in pace.
Wz have been informed that Professor A.' Sauffrignon, S.B., and 1\1r. S.
Franklin, will soon take photographic views of all the College buildings. As
both these gentlelnen are able photographers, we do not hesitate to , say the
views will be excellent. H..ev. Father Cichi will superintend the work. We
promise ourselves a set of these views, as a souvenir of Alma Mater.
SOMETJME since, the Right Rev. Eugene O'Connel, Bishop of Marysville,
paid the College a flying visit; but be was gone before the students were
aware of it: hence we mourn the loss of a holiday. \Ve hope his Lordship
will stay longer next time,

THE College has engaged Professor J. Manning to give lessons on t e violin, in place of Professor E. Grarnm.vwho went East during Vacation. We
congratulate the young violinists in having found such an able successor to .
.M r. Gramm, to teach them how to draw sweet melody from one of the most
perfect of musical instruments.
.
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Vassar ./l1iscellan)J, Vassar -College. Poughkeepsie, N:Y.
MIls Qnarter(y, Mills Seminary, Brooklyn, Cal.
Parler Quarterly, Packer College, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Fate L:iera,:y .lVfagazz"ne, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn.
vlrgtiz/a Un£vers/(y iY/agazz"ne, Univ. of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va,
Bates Student, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Alumni Journal, Illinois Wesleyan U niv., Bloomington, Ill.

1)'1'0, Canadian Literary Institute, Woodstock, Ontorio, Canada.
Union College lJ1a..[{azz"ne, Union ColI. Schenuctady, N.Y.
Alabama UnzversllyJ110nth!y, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
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JOURl~ALS.

Seminary Bud...!{et, Sacramento Seminary, Sacramento, Cal.
College Sf.orl, Elmira Female College, Elmira, N.Y"'.
Index Niag arensis , Seminary of our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge, Niagra Co., N.Y.

Sales.an um, Seminary of St. Francis of Sales, St. Francis; Milwaukee Co., N . Y.
Hesperian .Student, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
Central Collegtan, Central College, Fayette, 1\10.
llnz'qers}.y R(7);'lW, Univ. of Wooster, Wooster, 0.
Fale Courant, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn.
lJfagenta, Howard College, Cam bridge, Mass.
rY./tenberger, Wittenberg' College, Springfield, Ohio.
Tripod, Northwestern Univ., Columbia Mo.
Un.verszly Mssour;"an, State Univ., Columbia, Mo.
Berkeleyan, Univ. of California, Berkeley, Cal.
Un£versrt.y Press; U niv, of Wisconsin, Wis.
Triad, Upper Iowa U niv., Fayette, Iowa.
Annalist. Albion College, Albion, Michigan.
Delaware Clollege Aduance, Delaware College, Newark, Del.
Tf~'Slern Collegian, Ohio Wesleyan Univ. and Ohio Female College, Delaware,
Ohio.
l),uverslly Reporler, Iowa State University, Iowa City, Iowa.
Madzsonensls, l\1adison Univ., Hamilton, N.Y.
Qui V:ve, Shurtleff College, Upper Alton, Ill.
College 01:0, Marietta College, Marietta, Ohio.
Oltue: 0/;.0, Olivet College, Olivet, Michigan.
Archangel, St. Michael's College, PortlandvOregon,
C~~llege Herald, Univ. of Lewisberg, I..ewisberg , Pa.
Gollege Journal, Western Univ. of Pennsylvania, Pittsburg, Pa.
Colleg fournal, Georgetown College, Georgetown, D.C.
C"'ollege NeUIS Letter, Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa.
College Courier, Monmouth College, Monmouth, Ill.
College Chronicle, North Western College, Naperville, Ill.
Heald's College Journal, Heald's Business College, San Francisco, Cal.
DenIson Colleg£au, Denison Univ., Granville, Ohio.
G~Yser, Wabash ColI <>ge , Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Acta Columoiana, Columbia College, N.Y.
•Spectalor, St. Lawrent College, Montreal, Canada.
Chronicle, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
'I'r/ntfy 7ablet, Trinity College, Hartford, Can.
Iouia Classic, Iowa Wesleyan Univ. Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Scholastic, U ni versity of Notre Dame, Notre Dam e, Indiana.
Bouidoin Orieut, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.
Oxford Undergraduates Journal, Univ. of Oxford, England.
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DR. N. KLEIN,

MAX. BENDER,
Professor

of

Drawing, German & Spanish
at Santa Clara College,
Is prepared to give Prlvnte Lessons in
the above to a limited num ber of Pupils,
either at Santa Clara or San Jose.

Surgeon

_

. Dentist,

Office, Bulbuclr'a Building.

No. 284, Santa Clara St., San Jose.

S. ·A .'E LLIOT T & CO.,

/J OSE P H STEWART,

Washington street, Santa Clara,
(Next door to Post Office.)

Franklin st., Saut a Clara,
(Next door to Duncan'« fruit :-;1 ore)

Stoves, Tinware, Lamps, .Oils,
and General Furnishing Goods.

Hair Cutting,
Shaving,
Shampooing
.
and Hair Dying.

B. HICKS,

~Repairing
G. 1. TU j{ ,N rc U.

Santa

Cor. Franklin and Lafayette sts.

Ctara.

E. LAMORY,

Gents & Boys Boots made to order.

MARIPOSA

STORE

Cor. Franklin and Main sts.j-Santa Clara',

No fit, no Pa:y !

.AUGUST HABICH,
Ranta Clara Store,
()pl'0:--ite Saut a Claru College)
'VIH,ltl~:de m«l 1:«tnil Dealel' ill
(-jroeeri(l~, Prov isions, Ci ga rs, 'ro-

bncco, Liquors, etc.,
~ All kinds of produce taken

F. B. KINGTON .

Turner & Kington's
Santa Clara Cracker Manufactory

Boot & Shoemaker,
Franklin-st.,

done. '

ill

excluuure, or purchased at }'('glllar
l\farket }{ateH.

KAST'S

~

., FllshioJlable Shoe Store,
322

SAN

&, 3~4

t
~

Bush Street,

FRANCISCO.

---Payot, Upham & CO.
-Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
.
and Publishers,
-----------

6~O

& 622 Wnshiugton-street.

SjlN Fll /1N(}JJ."'(}O.

JOHN DEVINE,
DEALEH

I~

Groceries, PI'OVj~jOll~, Wines, Ijq uors, Ciga)'~ Tobacco, etc.,

CHAS. BOSSERT,
Bread and Biscuit Baker.

No. 351. First st., San Jose.

Fancy Pastry and Confectionery made to
order on the shortest notice.

LOUIS CHOPARD,

Balls and Parnes supplied on reasonable
terms-
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Santa Clara Chop House,
(Odd Fellows' Building,) Franklin street.
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Cameron House.
F'rankllu street, Santa Clara
--0-

MARTIN CORCORAN, Proprietor.
-0-

Having purchased the above Hotel
from the 'Qld established and highlv
respected John H. Cameron, I beg to
assure the Public that no effort on , my
part will be wanting to merit the universal esteem and patronage enjoyed
by illy predecessor.
-0-

Splendidly furnished suits of rooms for
fa.mi iies.
A coach will be at the depot on the arrival of all trains, to convey passengers
and their hag'gage to the hotel.
AI B()

A LIVERY STABLE
where fi rst-class carriages and buggies
can be had on reasonable terms.

JOHN F. TOBIN,
DEAI.EH TN

Fruits, Pipes, Nuts, Cigars, Confectionery, Tobacco, Stationery,
~autll
N. ~v.

(!j)ootl~.

~l)trtnrtr~, &r.,
Frrcnklin. 8tS.,

C01', , Wf':sldnfjton &;

SANTA CLARA

LEDD.Y BROTHlURS,
DEALERS IN

~:::...-!~

Beef. Pork, Mu.tton, Veal, Lamb,
etc.,
etc.
Stall No 1,' City ·~l ark e t , San Jose.

Hensley Block, Santa ala~:a st.,

Grey Eagle
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. . No. 386, First st., - - SAN JO 'SE

Barry &

Metalic Caskets, Black Walnut,
Rosewood'and Plain Coffins

Wallace, ·~l'upl'il.t()nr

Flrrt-class .l::I0rses. Carriages and Buggies
on the most reasonable terms. Orders
promptly attended to.

Orders by telegraph promptls) fitted.
Eml)al1ni"{J done in the best 'pos .~i b l(~
'1na·1t1UJ1·, {0 'I' shipUlcnt tothe S to.te«
arul. el.seurh.ere,
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Spring Summer Goods,
.·F' I~'() i\1 'THE

Leading Manufacturers of the East and
Europe

Spring and SummerG~ods.
JOFIN

~l.

C/\DY,

No. 340 Sarita Clara Street, San Jose,
(Corner of Second Street.)

Has jtll"it recei red t he most complete nnd lu-st assorted stock of Foreign

and Domestic Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings,

to San J():-:e 10 · d l· l i ~,.d l t l he eye!"' of youn.!l' ,Q'pnt.)pnlPIl.

eyer J>)'ought

'rhis .grand Stock consists ill pal t of French Beavers and Oassimeres, Scotch and English Vestings, French Velvets and
Valencia Vestings, etc.
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THE COMMERCIAL
AND

SAVINGS BANK
OF 'BAN JOSE.
Corner of ·First and Santa Clara Streets,
Receive General and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in U- S
Bonds and Legal Tenders, and . do a General Banking Business.

DRA,V EXCHANGE

()N .

DONOHOE, I~ELLY~ &. ce., San Francisco.
hUGENE : KELLY, &, Co., New York.
(~ONSOLIDA'I'ED BANK ( Llmlted.) London.
BANK ·0 ,., IRELAND, Dublin.

TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS MADE ON NEW YORK,.,
Interest ail-need on Time Deposite.

Boys' and Youths' Suits,
Just received and for sale, cheap, at

HIBERNIA SAVING

AND

_. -

!

LOAN SOCIETY..

N. }1~. Cor. 1\'1011tg:OlnCI'Y (.~ Market Streets, San F rancisco.
OFFrCEF.8 :

I

P'reside'/lt.-'Nl. D. SW EENY.

Vice L'resident.i--C.

p. O'8lJ.l. r~IV AN .

.TRUSTEES :
~L D. 8\VEENY,
:· C. D. O'~ULLIV AN .
JOHN SULLIVAN.
·R. .I. TUllIN

1reasurer . .
A.tt01·/M';lI . . . '.

nL

I

J. ~O'CONl\OR,

~ McARAN,

\

I GUS'rAVE TOUCHAHD.
I JOS. A. DONAHOE,
PETEH. DONOHUE.
~
EDWARD

............

•••••••••••
J ~' ~- "

_

.

•

•

0

000. · ••••

0

•

00
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Remittances from the conntry may be sent through Wells, Fargo & Co's Express office, or any
reliable Banking House, but the Society will not be responsible for their safe delivery: : The signatnre of' the depositor should accompany the fist deposit. A paper pass-book will be delivered to the
agent by whom the deosit is made.
'
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Deposits Received from $2.50 upwards
""" 'V ",,,,'V--..r ~, ~.....,..

....
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Office hours, from. 9 A.M. to :J P.M.

I Sept

1/te "Owl" .-J doertisinq SUjJjJlernent.

WHJLESALE

A:~D

RETAIL DEALERS IN

Groceries, Proiisions, Hardware," Crockery, Agricultu-ral Implemente, and General Merchasuliee.
No~. 3 63, 365, 367, 369 & 371.

MAR I P 0 S A B L 0 C K, Market Street,
S.A.~ JOSE-

fJl'!EyA STdlIIL8S@

4

~Ulrra.i!) ~!lusr 0auq& 4arriagrso
D. M. SMITH, ' Manager.
Orders left at the Hotel, or at the Store (Jpposite, unll receuoe
proJnpt attentum:
S.A.~

c.

JOSE_

Ja Martin & COa

Are now in receipt of a fine and well selected stock of

FANCY ·

RY COODS·

Huv ing hOll~ht trom first 11:111(1", we gtlal':llllt'e

10

snv e to our custome-rs

to 15 per cent.
'V(-I ",'ollld n~k 111(.' Collpge hoy~ espt::ci:dly
and look at
Frcu.h
TnilorstTri:»

from '-10

to come
tHings. vVe know

(;a~~illieres, J3(1:L\'el's .Hlld

our

want the l)l'st aurl w« hu.ve

YOH

gut

it tor yO,n.

A Liberal Discount made to Tailors.

C. J. MARTIN & co.,

320 Firnt Street, Salt Jose.

\

I-~~~~" 1 1J,1 1~I, :~J~, ~~lthl~. . ~oo
urns
~.J
I

~"T nre-roorn, ,289 Second st.,

I~

_~~~~'-

,

(Opposite r\~~rth Methodist Church.)

,. l~~M~1l1l1factor)T , Se11tel" street,

-~':;::-~':';';':"5~~-~-=

E_

t

Near Julian, 'Yest San Jose.

PO-W-E::Et:l Propa-ietor,

Statuary, Mantel Pieces, Tombs, Fountains, Head Stones, and all description of
Marble Works. Designing, Modeling, and every style of Wood and Stone Carving
' P . O. BOX, 559

The" O~f)l" A(lvertising Supplement.
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San Jose Clothing Store,
266 Santa Clara Street, Sat? Jose,

O'BAN,IAN

K~NT,

&,

Merchant rrailors" Clothiers, and dealers in all kinds of Gents' Furnishing Goods.
~1~ight8tone Blqck, 1;ea1>Zy oppoosite the 'A uzerais 11ouse.

P. D. Linville,
House, Sign, and Ornamental Painter,
SANTA CLARA.

Graining,

Marbeling,

.

Paper-Hanging,

Whitening and Coloring' Walls a speciality.
~Orders

promptly attended to and work guaranteed.

San Jose Candy Factory. '
NIi\._URIC~E

O'Bl~IE~,

CANDY MANUFACTURER,
387 First Street, San Jose.
IMMENSE ARkIv ~~IAS
r

OF

SummerAT Goods,
La Llon'a Dry Coods Store, Santa Clara ,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

-GEO. B.J\{CKEE,
3f)1 FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE.
Wholesale nud Retail Dealer in

Paints, Glass, Brushes, Paper Hangings & Artists' Materials. '
"riildolv Shades of erery size and description made to order.

Interior Decorations: Brushes of all kinds:
Plates," etc., etc.

Looking-glass

viii -

ISept

17te"Owl" ../lclvertising Supplement.

San Jose, Cal'.

YOUNG LADIES' INS 171

1UJ.E.

"rH1S

Institution, which is incorporated according to the laws of the State. and empowered to
confer academical honors, commenced its Twenty First Annual Session, 011 Monday, August
21st, 1872.
•

The Course of Instruction embraces all the branches of a
thorough Education.
1--ER JIS:
Entrance to be paid but once
,
$15.00 '
Board and Tuition, per quarter
',
62.50
,,-ashing, per q uarter , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.50
Physicians' fees unless it may be preferred to pay
the bi 11 in case of sickness, per q narter. . . . . . . . 2.50
Piano, Vocalillnsic ])ralving and Painting' fonn extra charges; but there
B no extra charge for the French, ~luulish or 4~el·lnan Laneuuges, nor for Plain
Sewing and Fancy .~ eedl e \V u rk .
Payments are required to be made half a Session in advance. .
Pupils 'will find it lunch to their advantage to be present at the opening of the
Session.

,ST MARY'S ACADEMY, SANTA CLARA.
Ills 'I nstit ution is conducted

by the Sisters of Notre Dame, and was opened in AuO'ust. ,1872
to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure. 101' their daughters ata trifling
-e xpense, u sound, moral and intellectual education; such as will enable them to b~come useful
and intelligent women.
' '
To place the benefits of this Institution within the reach of the greater number, the charge will
only be $lf! :Pet! lJLonth, payable in advance. There is also a

, ' T· ,

Young Ladies' Day School.
TERMS :-ElAlnentary Class, per Month
, Primary
.,
" . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . ..
RYXTR..:l:-French and Spanish Languages per Month
Piano
"
Plain 'v ocal 1\1 usic
Vocal 1\1 usic of a higher dearee

J. O. KOPPEL, & Bro.

$3.00
1.50'
1.00
6.00
35
2 CO

I Marti nell i Bros.

\VHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

Imported and Domestic

HAVANNA

Franklin st., Santa Clara.

CIGARS.

Virginia Chewing and Smoking
TOBACCO.
.

MercliaUDl Pipes.
CIGARETTAS, etc. etc. etc.

Beef, Pork, Mutton" Lomb,
Veal, etc.
~Customers supplied

at their resyec
ti ve residenses,

